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Words like vocation, service, and worldview ring in the
eors of every Whitworth student throughout his or her yeors
here. On campus, vocation IS the quest for what God
has mode you to do. Students do surveys, read books,
and write papers-all to give them a glimpse of what
their vocation might be. likewise, service is an essential
port of our community. Whether through leadership on-
campus or outreach to the Spokane community, students
ore encouraged and reworded for their service to others.
Understanding our worldview-and that others sometimes
have a different worldview than our own-is a major port of
a Whitworth education. Students struggle with big questions
in on attempt to build a foundation for the" worldview
before graduation, and we struggle together to love and
accept those who have diffellng worldviews than our own.
As a result of those words and their impact on our time
here, the community o- Whitworth encourages us to give to
others and to our world. Yet we gain something from our
time here as well. Whitworthions toke from the university
on understanding of good citizenship,
friendship, and community.
\
sive.and take.
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Whitworth gives In a big way As both on Institution and
a fellowship of people working towords a common goal,
Whitworth works to give every student the opportunity
to succeed. Many students find deep and meaningful
relationships with the faculty and stoff here; often, they ore
lifelong friends and mentors. Beyond the classroom, the
administration also does everything it con to support students,
from meeting growing needs to working diligently to find the
best people to lead. As many students know personally, the
financial aid office works tirelessly to find money for students
who ore unsure they will be able to slay With a focus not
only on day-to-doy routines, the student life office creates
programs that make all students feel welcomed and accepted,
ond professors work hord to make students successful in their
classes. All who work on this campus give to students and the
community. In return for the gifts they have received, alumni
give time and money to build new buildinqs and honor .
professors They help graduates get jobs and spend r--.....---l__L_-....
their days at lobs In which they represent well the
Whitworth mission.
give and take.
There is no one on our campus who exemplifies "give" more
than our very own President 8ill Robinson And, there is
arguably no one who the students, faculty, and stoff "toke"
more from as well. Yet 8-rob, as he IS known by students,
decided to step down after this year. Without a doubt,
our community is sad to see him go, but more importantly,
we celebrate everything 8-rob has given to this campus.
Of course you can't mention his name without thinking of
words like "truth and grace" and "the narrow ridge." These
concepts of Christ-like living have become so instilled
in this community that they have become the trademork
of Whitworth University Since his arrival here in 1993,
Whitworth has seen tremendous growth. Throughout his
presidency, the campus has seen $83 million dollars of
campus building improvements and additions, a 51 8%
increase in freshmen applicants, a 60% growth in enrollment,
and ronkinqs as high as #5 in the U.S. News & World Report's
ronkings of the best master's level universities in the West.
There IS no question that 8-rab has given a lorge part of his
life for this campus We toke from his sacrifice a deep pride
for the institution he worked so hord to sustain, and we toke a
deepened aworeness of what it means to honor God, follow
Chnst, and serve humanity. We give him our deepest thanks, our
fervent prayers, and our best wishes.
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Whitworth is located on the outskirts of Spokane, Washington.
Students can be found exploring numerous places throughout
the city. Whether it is Friday night out on the town or Sunday
morning in church, Whitworth Students take advantage of all
that Spokane has to offer.
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"The Service Station has awesome events
and support groups going on a lot of the
time. They have some Welty great food. too."
'-_ .... -Eric Nelson. senior
• TAKE
To satisfy lale-night cravings, students crowd the tables et Didier's Yogurt
& More and dig into some sweet treats. "[They have] good [frozen yogurt].
but Ithink its main draw is that 11provides an environment in which people
can relax and have an excuse 10 just chill and talk for a while instead of
doing hnrnework." sophomore Stephen Eyman said.
LeI!; Taking a break from classes. Hannah Kinnier. Michelle
Creek. and Derek Nuzum stnp 10 chat under the Campanile.
"[The Loop] is a good place 10 enjoy the beauty of our
campus, nOlIO mention a great place 10 catch a pine cone on
a windy day," Kinnier said.
Below: Focusing on the cue ball. senior Kale Carpenter
attempts 10 line up the pertect shot durinqe game of pool
at Pizzie's. The bar was a popular hOI spot tnr students on
Whitworth Wednesdays:
JOINED IN
FELLOWSHIP
where students go to worship
'based O~ 1DOsnesns asked-
TAKE
"Pastor Joe [of life Center] has an incredible
ability to deliver a stroightforward but deep
message hot is challenging and affirms me."
-Amber Lewey, senior
"The generosity of life Center invites people
to come check it out, but also invites people
to become a part of a group of people who
hove a heart for Jesus."
- Michael Whittwer, senior
Content by REBEKA LAMPE
Photos by KAT WILLIAMSON,
JORDAN BEAUCHAMP,
and DAViD lINDHAL
Opposite page: New Community's
parking lot is reflected in the glass
of its main door. Many Whitworth
students carpool 10 the thurchlnratad
near Gonzaga, every Sunday. "I love
being able to walk in Sunday morning
and see the same students that I see
Monday morning in my classes," said
unnr Megan Fraser.
This page, clockwise from top left:
Congregation members leave New
Enmmunity after service.
Worshippers sing praise songs at Life
Eenter.
Pastor Joe Wittwer delivers a sermon
at Life Center.
Whitworth Presbyterian is located
adjacent to Whitworth's campus,
making it easy for students to attend.
"I attend Whitworth Presbyterian
because I love the cnmmunhv there.
We have a great rnmmunhv with a
feel of simplicity. I also work there as
a middle school intern and I absolutely
love it." said senior Ashley Bivin.
Pastor Mark Mcllraith qreets professor
John Yoder at Whitworth Presbyterian.
\ Picture Frame School Supplies
What is it about Target that Whitworth students love so much?
Is it that the prices are cheap but the quality is good,
it is less than a mile away, or that almost anything can be
found there? Whatever it is, Whitworth students will stop at
nothing to get to Target.
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What IS the best thing you've ever bought tram Target?
"l'm abnuttn buy a Nerf gun."
Katie Mantetunlln. junior
"Air freshener. Vanilla Passion. It
smells like cake."
-Bvce Griffiths, sophomore
"The Sims II Double Deluxe Edition Oil
sale for 10 bucks!"
-Erin Ballo. freshman
BRANCHING
au things to do beyond thepinecone curtain
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Clockwise from top left: "The Bowl and Pitcher is so
beautiful in the fall," senior Devin Rourke said. "The sun
is shining, there is gorgeous water and [there ate] fun,
easy hikes. Plus, you can climb on rocks and scare qeesel"
Located in Riverside Stale Park, the Bowl and Pitcher is a
big draw for Whitworth students
"Breenbluf brought back a lot of fond memories [from]
my childhood when my family and I would all pick fruit
together. Live music, the pumpkin patch, and the apple
cider are a must," sophomore Heather Kennison said. Each
fall, different Greenblulf farms boast attractions like a corn
maze, Punkin' Dumkin'. and an apple festival.
"I love visiting Manitn Park because my parents were
married there in the Japanese Gardens. It has a special
place in my heart for that reason, plus each part of the
park really displays the best of fall and spring in Spokane,"
junior Michaela Allen said
"I love The Garland because it's a really unique building .•• ".'llIllnd,ta1
II has lots 01 character and ns a really laid back gl .'take l
environment" junior Jaryd Madlena said.
"The Riverfront Park Ice Palace is unique because it is very
family friendly, fun as a hall activity, or a nice place to
have a night out with a significant other," senior Anthony
Priest said. "II is outdoors, they play nice music, and
ultimately, I just love ice skating!"
, gJ. .
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The Whitworth campus has become our home. The
students have become our friends and the faculty and
staff our mentors. Whitworth definitely has its own
culture and traditions. This section celebrates what
makes Whitworth unique.
Hearl and mind-buzzwords for what it meansto receive a Whitworth education. Seenin tandem with the words truth and groce,these four little one-syllable words con be
the foundation for so many things: love, forgiveness,
knowledge, and honesty to name only a few. Along
with diverse, integration, faith, learning, community,
and scholars, these words not only lie at the core of
Whitworth's mission in preparing graduates, but also
underscore the philosophy of on institution carving out a
place between these ideas
Oftentimes, those words fly under the radar, taken for
granted by students who hove heard them recited over
and over. Though we know that mind and heart form the
backdrop to whot we learn-and might even be at the top
of our syllabi-their influence on how we are taught and
how we learn to look at ideas inside and outside of the
classroom is where their real power lies. Truth and grace
are not paradoxical ideas floating In shapeless bubbles
over our heads, but instead are lenses that we use to view
the world around us
For years, President Robinson has used the term "the
narrow ridge" to describe the school's position in the
spectrum of colleges and universities, both Christian and
otherwise, that are making decisions about where to
preserve Christian ideals or intellectual freedom to the
exclusion of one or the other. Those institutions that fall to
either side of the ridge pick a side, stoke it out, and build
fortifications to keep safe their hard-won ideals
"There are some Christian colleges that would limit
intellectual engagement and there are some secular
universities that can't discuss integration issues at all
because they feel like they can't give one viewpoint
preference over another," says Fred pfursich, Vice
President of Admissions and Financial Aid
For pfursich and other leaders on campus, there
is another option: the path along the ridge where it is
possible to see each through the lens of the other
"The commitment we have to the lnteqrofion of
faith and learning coupled with a strong commitment
to intellectual discourse and openness gives us more
academic freedom," says pfursich. "We can look at all
the Christian ideas and all the intellectual ones as well."
Whitvvorth's perch on "the narrow ridge," a ledge with a
unique view of the need to integrate faith and learning,
is central to creating open discourse while preserving
Christian thought in the classroom
The commitment to faith and learning does not stop in
the administrative circles but lands directly in the hands of
the faculty and the students, those literally at the front lines
of a mind and heart education. "For the faculty, it creoles
c,
an atmosphere of openness and fearlessness," soys
Dale Soden, Professor of History. Faculty members
have the opportunity to teach a variety of topics inside
and outside the realms of Christian thought, yet are not
forced to abandon the Christian perspectives. "OUf
ability to do this rests on the shored identity as Christ-
centered teachers. The trust that has developed is
based on this [oct," says Soden.
All it takes to envision this in the classroom is to
spend 10 seconds reminiscing about the purpose of
Core 150, 250, and 350. In many ways, these classes
ore an attempt to teach students how to wrestle with
problems and issues in the world through the teachings
of Christian and philosophical thinkers.
"As followers of Christ, we should never be afraid of
taking a good hard look at the situation on the ground-
we shouldn't deny the existence of other viewpoints, or
worry that they might jeopardize our own," says senior
Lyle Rouh.
Students are constantly bombarded with challenges
to their ways of thinking. When core values are
questioned and argued against, it is easy to turn the
other way and ignore all other viewpoints. It is at this
moment when "the narrow ridge" and the unique
continuum it offers between establishing the truth for
oneself and possessing the grace to acknowledge the
validity of others' viewpoints is most valuable
One of the biggest benefits for Rauh is hcvi-p the
tools to look at ideas and new viewpoints without
undermining his Christian beliefs. "When we know that
the truth masters us, and not the other way around, I
think we are freed to proceed with a spirit of open
inquiry, with a willingness to listen well and be changed
ourselves," says Rauh
So what does it mean to students to be on this
narrow ridge? Sometimes it means the freedom to
explore, sometimes it means uncertainty, and sometimes
it means bringing together the best parts of each.
Students are required to think deeply about their
faith and how they wont to apply it to what they ore
studying. "There is a need for Christians to be fully
engaged in the world, rather than separated," says Soden,
and this means that they need to, in President Robinson's
words, "examine culture with robust Christian thought."
But there are challenges in walking the narrow ridge. lilt
is not always easy to explain, and even though there is a
broad consensus over the spirit, the implementation is more
difficult," says Soden. Desiring an education of mind and
heart is not the some a creating one. Soden says that there
is a matter of judgment that makes it difficult to choose
what should and should not be included in instruction
Working towards a common goal, soy Soden and
Pfursich, is what makes it possible to judge and implement.
The need to bring faith and learning together reliably
is at the core of the ideo of "the narrow ridge." "Mind
and heart should always have a unity of purpose, and
when they don't, we become walking contradictions," says
Rouh. Perhaps the biggest challenge is to see clearly, use
the mind and the heart, seek truth, give gracel and resist
abandoning any of them.
"Whitworth's mission is to
provide its diverse student body
an education of the mind and the
heart, equipping its graduates
to honor God, follow Christ,
and serve humanity. This mission
is carried out by a community
of Christian scholars committed
to excellent teaching and to the
integration of faith and learning."
StOlY by MARY RUMP
Phoro by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
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At Whitworth, "community" seems to be a buzz word,
but what does community mean to you?
�Whilworth's community is a welcoming
place for young adults to nurture and grow
into wise adults."
-Jill Abendr01h, sophomore
TAKE
"Community can mean a group 01 people who share
impnrtant Ihings in common, such as geography,
vocation and coe cnnvictiuns. Community can
also be a group 01 people who chOOSE!to lei each
other into their lives, to share joys and pains. 10 be
in authentic relationships and to hold one another
arrnuntable. Whitworth has been my community in
beth clthese senses, and Iam so much the beue
lor it."
-Greg Orwig. Communications Director
"It seems thai we've developed a web of little
cummunities across campus. I dun't experience real
community with everyone here. but I get the sense
that everyone can find cnmrnunity somewhere on
campus."
-Jane Muir. junior
"AI Whitworth I have been able to walk down the
road toward who I really am. I have nOitotally
013
figured it out yel but am growing closer day by "lIii!~i:::::I;'J~
day. By surrounding mysell with people that love
and believe the same things as ma.! have found
my niche and am grateful for that. Whitworth is
my community and. in turn, I am the Whitworth
community I"
. Court Alfrey, junior
how to catch a pnecone
Imagine walking on a breezy spring morning and hearing the" click" of a pinecone being freshly released from a tree branch.
This sound may cause most people to duck their heads, but to a student on these grounds, it was music to their ears. As a long-
standing tradition that served as a graduation requirement, during their time here every student needed to catch a pinecone
before it came in contact with the ground, However, the process of catching a virgin pinecone was more complex than it seemed.
TAKE
Peter Annis
Iwas playing Frisbee with my rnnmmme
and we both heard 11 break off the
tree; we heard it trickling through the
branches and leaves. 11was a few feet
away from me, and my roommate came
over and tried to grab it. But he missed
and it landed in my hands. II was pretty
exciting; my roommate almost punched
me-and he's bigger so he probably
could've-but then he decided he wasn't
actually mad. And now I can graduate!
MacKenSI8 Bnekstrnm
It was second semester last year and I was
walkirlg from Arend and g01 on my bike. I
heard a pinecone fall but l couldn't gel off my
bike in time. I started complaining to some
people nearby and another one fell fight after.
I figured if there were two in a row, there was
going to be another one. The people nearby
were telling me that I wasn't going to catch
one, bUll waited for about two minutes until
a squirrel made another one fall and I finally
caught it! Plus, ihe people were my witnesses.
I was with my friend Jill. We were
walking ihe Sunday morning before
school ended tas spring OUTside
the HUB. We heard the crack and
froze, then heard the pinecone hit
each branch, and we both went
after i1 with our hands in front of
us. I caught it because it was closer
to me, We both freaked out and
were prenv stoked. I still have
IT You have to keep it for sure.
Tyler Freeman
h\t I?~Ionce you'd seized possession of the precious
~
_.je t, it was necessary t.o proceed.wlth celebration.
IS iqht hove Included screaming, jumping up and
own, and other expressions of excitement. You olso
needed to hope you hod a witness to verify your catch.
015
If, otter multiple attempts, you were leh disheartened and pinecone-less, you hod to keep tryingl A positive attitude and a little luck were a
great start on the rood to triumph. According to Rockstrom, "Everyone has their funny stories and it's a good way to connect with others It's
a great pari of the Whitworth community whether you catch one or not" Despite the odds of overcoming tlus challenge, it would remain
deeply rooted in this community, just like the trees themselves
Story by PAM BAUTHUES
Photo illustrations by KATWILLIAMSON and JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
with CRAIG HARRIS, DANNY MATIHEWS and MICHAEL WITIWER

No Matter What You Call It,
Flying Discs Have a Big
Place on Campus
There wasn't a soul on Earth that ever loved Frisbee
more than Edward Headrick. He patented the nome Frisbee,
and pushed for it to be a sport. Headrick had such a love for It
that he had his ashes mode into a memorial Frisbee. Now, we
weren'r quite t-rot extreme here at Whitvvorth, but if you set foot on
campus at any time of day or night, you could become a moving
targel to the Frisbee crazed.
According to the World Flying Disc Federation, the art of the
Frisbee began in the 19205 when a bunch of college kids decided it was
a good idea to throw around a pie tin. It took until 1946 for Wolter Fredrick
Morrison to manufacture the first official plastic flying disc. He coiled this flying
disc a Whirlo-way, but it was distributed under the name Flvin-Soucer. He then
tried to perfect the flying disc idea and created the Pluto Platter, named after the
growing American interest in UFOs. Finally, Headrick got a hold of it. The disc became
the Frisbee otter he heard college students yell the word "Frisbee" while playing, similar to
the way "fore" is used in a game of golf
Students still playa major role in the success of the Frisbee. Some uses far the Frisbee
include playing in the park with a dog and entertaining small children. Mostly, they are used far
ultimate Frisbee and "hot," the game of Frisbee golf. Whitworth was known by alumni and students
for intense ultimate Frisbee and frolf competitions at all hours of the day. Whether it was 12 noon or 1
in the morning, there is a good chance that someone would be playing somewhere on campus, "I would
sacrifice a couple days worth of sleep for Frisbee," said freshman Cody McCrillis.
If playing Frisbee wasn't your style, you could always come out and watch the games as they went on
throughout the day. During the finals of the challenge and power league, fans came out en masse, Or, if you were
somewhere in betvveen a competitive player and a spectator, you could grab a Frisbee, find a patch of gross or cement,
recruit a friend, and go to town. Whether you were in the mood for the wide-open green expanses of Omache Field or the
shaded areas in the Loop, there was always a place to be found.
Frisbee could be a contact sport, even for those not playing, "I will do whatever it tokes in order to catch a Frisbee, 1will
push a professor out of the way if I need tol Catch it now, apologize later," said sophomore Briana Moser.
Though no student had gone to the extent of having his or her body cremated and turned into a Frisbee memorial, it was still an
integral part of our culture Students would give up almost anything, from their Saturday morning doughnut to Megan Fox, in order to be able
to ploy. "I would do pretty much anything, as long as it doesn't prohibit me from riding my bike," said sophomore Josiah Brown Sophomore
Chris Hanke, on the other hand, would jump into a pile of bikes in order to make a ploy III_io2,'=Ill'*df
Where did Frisbee start? In college, Who loves it most? We do, and Edward Headrick, of course
SlO~ by PAM MURPHY
Photo by MICHAELA ALLEN
What is your favorite
memory of B-Rob?
Describe the first time
you met B-Rob.
What do you think is the most
important thing B-Rob has
done for Whitworth?
19 _
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Sodexo Operations Manager Dan King serves breakfast to students in the cafeteria.
Their oppe. tites brought them. in. The fruits and the FrenCh.dips kept them coming. Sodexo, termed "Saga" by stu-dents, offered plenty of food for even the pickiest eaterAlong with the standard piZZO, peste, and vegetable
dish available at nearly every meal, Sodexo offered plenty of new
options, including changing the salad bar and fruit offerings to meet
student rlemond
However, freshman Adrione Feldman, on international student
from Switzerland, and sophomore Ben Jones gave their impressions
about the cafeteria. For both of them, Sodexo did not offer enough
variety. "I'm getting sick of it," Feldman said. Jones else said that
Sodexo's entrees did not increase his appetite.
Yet, a lot of students showed support for Sodexo's offerings and
for the work that goes Into making the food. "Living off campus,
I have truly grown to appreciate Sodexo food. Most importantly,
Sodexo provides the proper amount of nutritional value that I need as
a student athlete," senior Elise Page said. 'IMy friends employed by
Sodexo are very well-trained and hard-working"
Though Sodexo provided its share of good and bod dishes, most
students agreed that adding more things to the menu would hove
made them a lot happier. "If I could have more of one good thing, I
would have more entrees that use that delicious crispy chicken," said
Page. For Feldman, "some good cheese" would have gone a long
way. "Eggs Benedict for breakfast," Jones said, would have been
great
Sto~ by LAURA AGUIIOLI
Photos by KAT WILLIAMSON
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• About 100 employees work together in the dining hall to provide
students with the best quality of food.
• Some of them arrive as early as 2 a.m. to prepare the day's
offerings. Others sometimes don't leave until after midnight
• All the employees help to clean the cafeteria and
prepare the dishes
• Mainly, foods found In the cafeteria are made from scratch.
like the pizzas, the baked chicken. and the beloved French dip
sandwiches.
• Stocking the shelves is only one of the many duties that Sudem
employees carry out each dav. Serving over 1000 students a day
means keeping plenty of everything on hand.
r:
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Posters and advertisements flood the Whitworth campus.
The programming that takes place here is rich and
abundant. Students spend much of their time planning
or attending programs put on by other students. Events
make our campus fun!
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"I hod no idea what to think or expect. I was confused
and excted!" said freshman Roquel Kaelin. Kaelin traditioted
in Duvall Holl. Trodifiofion was one lorge, exciting, nerve-
rocking and fun experience for incoming freshmen. Included
in the annual Tradiation was the widely popular 'Wooing.'
"Wooing was so much fun and I would do it again and
again if I had the opportunity! I think it was great to just be
out going and hove a ton of fun!" Kaelin said.
"Spin me, turn me, make me sing. Red block beanies
ore my thing I Och chh, BJ!' You cou!d hear it in 'Sago,'
across the Loop and all though the Bock Forty. It was part of
Troditiotion for the girls of Baldwin-Jenkins hall to wear the
'beanies,' and every time someone asked them about it they
were required to sing and dance according to 'sacred' BJ
law. Freshman Flannery Fox was one of those girls.
"I loved it. It was one of the best parts. The chant that
went along with the beanies was so silly and ridiculous that
is was 0 great way to bond with other girls in the dorm." Fox--
said, Fox's favorite Irodiofon activity was Yell-Off. "It was
fun to perform and see the alumni get excited obout their
former dorms."
Thisyear Whitworth University was blessed with a new
addition to campus, East Hall. With the inclusion of Ihe
new dormitory come new leadership, residents and new
traditions. "It was on awesome experience to be the original
Beauties and Kinsmen of East. It was a once-in-a-lifetime
chance," stored Freshman Eos: resident Danielle Douvikos
Douvikos did not realize thaI Trcdnonon was going to be
a fun and great experience. "When ~heRA's told us about
Irodnoton My first thought, was that "l-oduonon' was not a
real word. I got over that, and thought that this is going to be
fun,/I she said
Sophomore Taylor Faranda was Resident Assistant in East
Hall's first year
"Making new traditions was a long, involved process,
but it was so worth it," Faranda said. Faranda t-oditoted in
Arend Hall in 2008 and //1OO-percent could never imagine
Whitworth without it "
"It brings bock some of my best memories. What a great
tradition, it will always live in my hecrt." She felt like traditioting
the incoming closs was 0 qreot experience and so much fun.
"Every freshman should tradiliote! Just put yourself out there
and try il. It is so much fun! And it helps you bond with the
people in your dorm, II Faranda said
Story by SARA WYSOCKI
Photos by TAYLOR ZAJ!CEK
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and attended the game with painted bodies and club l-shirts as they
rallied together to support their learn to victory.
Reaching the climax of an already eventful week, Whitworth
students were invited to donce the night away at the always popular
Homecoming coree. Breaking from recent ftodition, the event was
moved off campus to a local hotspot: The Service Station.
T m not much of a dancer but I had a lot of fun," sophomore Amy
Erickson said. "The Service Station was on amazing venue, especially
because it was off-compus but not too dincnt."
Reserved for Pirates only, the night was filled with dancing, music,
and a lot of awesome prizes The raffle prize that everyone yearned
for was on unloaded Dervish long board. Monte Chose was ~he lucky
winner.
'When I heard my name I thought, Whot~ Reolly~ Is someone
playing a joke on me?" Chase said.
Even thought the week was filled with tense rivalries, ringing eardrums
and sore feet, in the end Whitworth students across campus agreed that
it was definitely a Homecoming to remember
ith sweet.drenched clothes and hearing shot,
Whitworthstudents made a familiar trek back to campus,
hearts beating In time with the blasting boss notes still
piercing the night. No, these students were not headed back to campus
aHer on intense lineup of local punk rock bands but rather Whitworth's very
own Homecoming dance on September 26. Homecoming week was one
of the first majar events of the year for new and returning students to join
together in a powerful display of school spirit
Nominated Homecoming royalty competed in crazy competitions
throughout the week including a relay race, a dance-off in the middle of
the cafeteria, and a duct tape costume competition. Each royalty team
was also given special points for banners that their respective dorms
constructed.
Though competition between the nominees was intense, victory went to
Tim Gjelle of McMillon and Jasmine Keller of Bollard.
The event that many students looked forward to was the Homecoming
football game. Refusing to disappoint, the Pr-oes destroyed Chapman by
a score of 23 to 8.
"It was so exciting going to a Homecoming game where the home
team actually won," freshman Hannah Neill said. liThe Pirates had some
ingenious plays and extremely epic interceptions." Neill was a member of
Whitworth's Booty Club. Booty Club members lived up to their reputofion
Story by MASON VIGtL
Photos by KAT WILLIAMSON
and JOROAN BEAUCHAMP
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pirates drop anchor for homecoming week
Clockwise from opposite page"
Freshman Jasmine Keller laughs
as she prepares to receive her tiara
from the Pirate Mascot. Keller and
freshman Tim Gjefle from SMaG
won the rnrnpetinn for Homecoming
royally.
Helping out at Sunday's Powderpuff
Football game, Edmundo Corrales
goes over tactics with the
upperclassmen learn.
Wide RecieverAndy Largent [#10]
sprints from Chapman's defense
Dancing the night away, students
enjoy music led by a live OJ.


Planning for the International Banquet
started even before the school year began.
International students arrived a week prior
to the official start of the semester and went
through orientotion, which enobled them
to get to know each other better. This was
a perfect opportunity for the International
Club leaders to ask the students questions
regarding whol kind of talents Ihey hod and
inform them about the International Banquet,
which occured in November
The banquet consisted of a dinner, which
featured at leost nine various dishes from
different countries. After dinner, the audience
was treated to 12-13 performances by the
talented international students.
The evening give one hour for guests to
enjoy the food while listening to the Whitworth
jazz band, and then the show began. The limit
of the overall event was three hours, which
made the timing of each performance critical.
It was also important to keep in mind the
variety of the performances, not just country-
wise, but also the change from singing to
doncinq, poems, or humor.
Besides creating the performance list,
there were also a lot of prepcronons for the
International Banquet such as the promotion
of the tickets, setting up and cleaning up,
cooking, and contacting the departments
about assistance Ihey may be able to provide
For instance, the Theater Department helped
with the sound and running of the stage
equipment during the banquet
The Conference Deportment was a great
help when it came to ordering lights and
putting up the stage itself. Sodexo provided
their chef and kitchen to cook according to
the provided recipes.
Luckily, the International Club consisted of
seven officers who took the lead in managing
communication with departments, student
volunteers, and general interaction between
the officers to ensure the event ron smoothly
The final two weeks before the banquet
began were the most exciting, but still filled
with the final preparation onxietv. All the
performers and the officers had several
rehearsals and routinely went through the
whole program to make sure that everything
had been foreseen and nothing was missing
International students were excited to show
off their talents, and the International Club
was more than happy to support and
organize this annual event.
ReflectIOn by VITA VASYLENKO, International Club
president
{to
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Clockwise from opposite page:
The entrance to the dining hall was packed as people
mode their way into the banquet in anticipation of great
food and wonderful performances.
Playing the bagpipes dUring the otter dinner pertorrnoce,
sophomore Kristoff Decker wowed the crowd.
Students both performing and attending enjoyed the
banquet and the welcoming atmosphere.
lveth Canales dances on stoge with a portner as a
part of the line up. The banquet featured donees from
a variety of cultures and gave students the chance to
showcase their considerable relents.
Priya Yegonothon and other students prepare to bring in
~he flogs that will form the backdrop to the stage as port
of the opening sequence
If You
WANNA
In November of 2008 I put on my
first "Midnight Madness" for Whitworth
Basketball. During the time 1was planning I
honestly was unsure of what the even! should
look like. In facti I'd never been to the event
at Whitvvorth or anywhere else ever before
Not wonting 10 seem unprepared for my task
at hand, I simply pretended that I knew what
I was doing. The event went great, but otter
having some personal experience to build
off of, I wonted to make 2009 a special
experience for everyone.
In a cor ride to my hometown with my
girlfriend Jessica, we brainstormed for nearly
two hours all the ways that Midnight Madness
could become on event for everyone to
remember. Finally, after hashing out pages
worth of ideas, my girlfriend suggested that
it would be cool to r-icke the event like the
movie Space Jam. Ding, ding, ding.,.jackpotl
I then remembered growing up obsessing over
Chicago Bulls games of the mid-to-late 19905
The famous introductions began with the lights
dimmed, a theme song, flashing lights and the
announcement of the starting line-ups, My
thought was to somehow combine those two
visions, but I couldn't quite envision it yet.
like most Ideas, the best ones usually occur
out of nowhere, Shortly after conversations
with my girlfriend in the car I thought it would
be Visually cool to have everyone wear
glow-sticks in the dark, This would be an
awesome effect, but only if the lighting was
right for it Shortly thereafter, I called the
lighting company that I wanted to use for the
event. They gave me the ideo to use fog
machines to pump smoke into the Fieldhouse.
"Wow," I thought, "Now this event will look
really cool!" Their selling point to me was that
Gonzaga University used the fog machines for
their Midnight Madness event. What's good
enough for the Zags is good enough for me. I
consented and plans were put into motion
Another important part of the event came
from input I received from the Whitworth
coaching staffs. I met with coaches Hayford,
Fortier and Higgs to talk about what they
envisioned the 2009 event should look like.
They were helpful In tel!rng me that anything
that helped excite students and connected
them with the basketball team they supported
In every event throughout the night I
always strived to connect students and players
together to make the night enjoyable. Finally,
coaches suggested connecting the faculty and
stof to the event as well, This helped to spark
my inclusion of Professors Sankoran, Soden
and Pyle as well as Kari Dykhouse and Doyna
Coleman-Jones
The biggest challenge always remained
how to finance the event while ensuring that
students would attend, My final brainstorm
provided the answer, I hired Odds on
Promotion to sponsor a shooting contest that
could allow students to shootfor a chance
to win $10,000, Buying the insurance was
cheap, and selling raffle tickets for a chance
to shoot allowed me the opportunity to
finance the lighting, t-shirts and food costs I
hod incurred. The opportunity to shoot for
money also acted as the" ccrrot" for students
to latch on to, The event had over 750
students In attendance!
A class competition was put Into place so
that students would have something to cheer
about in every event. In this case, the winning
side received free pizzo. Multiple people
commented to me that they hod never heard
the Fieldhouse get "that loud!" I felt that the
event was a complete success when people
come up to me and said that they thoroughly
enjoyed going Some students even admitted
that the only initial reason they went was
to win free stuff, but ended up enjoying the
whole experience. It was a memoroble night
for me as well.
Reflectionby COliN GIBBS
Clockwise from opposite page:
Senior Nate Montgomery jumps for a shu during the three-on-three mini game
Faculty members joined with the players and tried to be the first group to get to five.
Captain Walker D. Plank, The Whitworth mascot files up the crowd in support
of the basketball teams.
Taking a free throw ShOT,professor Ron Pyle panicpates in the faculty stco.cn as
part of the night's fundraising events.
With the help of low lighting and glow-In-the-dark bracelets, the cheerleaders gave
The crowd a neon performance in keeping with the Space Jam-esque vibe
Freshman Mack Larkin reaches for a slam dunk as the crowd of underclassmen
show their class spirit and compete 10 win free pizza.
give and tak.c
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Clockwise from top'
Students perform a traditional dance
during Japan Dayan March 9.
Senior Craig Harris dances at the Knining
Factory while junior Max Goessing OJ's
Mama Beans sings during the Gospel
Explosion in February. displaying her
passion for music.
Seniar Mollie McComb workshops with
Broadway legend Ben Vereen during his
visit to campus in March.
Juniur Shana McKeever blocks her
opponent during a women's touch
football game against the Seiwa College
Capricious Angels from Japan.

I
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Clockwise from tnp:
Channeling their inner Mauri.luau dancers shaw off some
inrerestinq facial expressions during a practice.
Wilh the help of traditional props, trashman Jordan Sari bay
brings the spirit of the islands to campus.
Senor Tracy Schweda pracnces traditiunal dance form as her
group prepares lor their performance.
Keeping a keen eye on ihe rest olthe line, junior Zilch Claw
PUIS in long hours in order 10 perfect hs dance moves.
Whitwonh woman Hike over the HUB's muln.purpnse room to
use as a practice space before the luau.
ar the past four decades, the
Hawaiian club has been bringing
the Aloha spirit to campus in
e. their annual luau. Spring of
20 I 0 marked the 40th Whitworth luau. But
carrying on the tradition required a huge time
commitment from those involved and a lot of
belund-he-scenes work.
Senior Shea Nakasone, the president of
the HawaIIan Club, said thai about 50 people
were involved in the luau this year, the majority
of them as dancers. Each year, the club learns
a new set of traditional Hawaiian donees.
Weekend rehearsals began in February
and conlinued unlll April I Oih. Ihe day of the
event. The week before the big event, ~he
group practiced from 9:30 p.m. to midnight
each nighl with a lull dress rehearsal the n.gbt
before.
"The hardest part is the time commitment
that is required," said junior Katie Chamblin,
vice president of the Hawaiian club. "But
when the finale 10 the luau begins and all
rhe dancers go back on stage, it is a time of
celebration and you forget about all the hours
sacrificed."
Prior to rehearsals, the dances had to
be choreographed and dancers had to
be recruited, Anyone was welcomed and
encouraged to participate in the event
because dancing in the luau was a unique
way to connect with a different culture
"[Dcncinq in ihe loou] allorded me the chance
to learn different Polynesian dances," said
Chamblin. "I love how each dance uses Ihe body
to convey a story, utilizing such subtle grace and
pose.
But the luau wasn't all about dance. Senior
Joshua Yamaguchi was in charge of the menu,
and a team of ten people cooked homemade
dishes for the event. Included were exotic treats
like shoyu chicken, kalua pig, lomi selmer,
houpc. and pai, while more nodifior cl dishes like
sweet polo los, macaroni salad, and pineapple
upside down coke rounded out the menu
"It is dillicult 10 prepare food lor 600 people
and make sure ihot it all tastes good," said
Yamaguchi. "It's a lot of work but we have a lot of
fun and I get to meet a 101of really cool people"
Overall, the event requires several months of
planning and a 10101 hard work from all 01 the
members involved. Puttingon the luau requires
people to leorn donees, prepare food, decorore
the Fieldhouse, and contact companies about
lighting and recording the event and creating the
DVD.
"It is very stressfuland sometimes a pain," said
Nakasone. "But when the entertainment is over,
and everyone comes up to you and tells you how
good it was, it makes everything worth iL"
Sto~ by AUBREY CAIN
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP and KATHRYN WILLIAMSON
The Hawaiian Club celebrated its 40th
Annual Luau. Tickets for students were $1 O.
For community members they were $20.
The Luau was one of the best attended
events on campus.
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It's clear that white is the new black. In the second
round of Ihe NCAA 0111boske'bollcomcmeru, the
Pirates dominated the court against visiting Chapman
University. The Fieldhouse wos packed wall 10 wall with
fons in a sea of white who cheered on the Bues to a 77-
56 victory over the Panthers. Fans were encouraged
to "White-Out" the Fieldhouse with custom-made t.shirts
mode specifically lor the highly anticipated event, and
the masses in the bleachers certainly didn't disappoint.
The game not only generated some of the most
colossol fon support of any game this season, but the
win also landed the men I5 teorn a position in the NCAA
Sweet lo.
"It's cool knowing we get to travel and ploy teams
we've never played:' freshman forward Mock larkin
said.
The game marked the second time in Whitworth's
history that the Pirates had mode it this for in the season
By defeating Chapman, the Pirates' winning streak
improved to 25 consecutive games - more than any
other NCAA men's team at any level.
Leading the teom with 23 points was senior Nate
Montgomery, followed by senior Eric Beal with 22 and
junior David Riley with 14. Monlgornery 01,0 added
14 rebounds to the team's slots - tying the season's
record high. 'The game was pretty intense. In the
second half when we were making more shots I got
more excited obout making the Sweet 16[/1 freshman
Amanda Brodhag said,
"It was a great game, but the fans really made
ir special. It was a cool atmosphere, /I sophomore
forward Jack Loofburrow said.
The students in the crowd remained on their feet
throughout the game, roaring with cheers and applause
at every exciting rebound or three-pointer. "[he student
section was full of energy and excitement] freshman
Chelsea Chamberlain said.
"We have the best fans anyone could hove - we've
played at lots of schools and no other fans come close."
Loofburrow said
Between the crowd's fervor and the Bees'
dominance, there was no question that on that night,
everyone involved was proud to be a Pirate.
SIO~ by PAM BAUTHUES
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
Clockwise from above:
WiTh a handful of paimedup die-hards amongst them,
Whitworth fans showed their Pirate pride by Whiting Out
the Fieldhnuse
In addition to a poster campaign designed to strike fear into
the hearts of the Chapman Pamhers. students made sure to
bring duct tape covered hooks 10 show thier pirate spirit.
In the name of the Pirates. freshman Joshua Deal let the
opposing team know who was boss.
Senior Eric Beel makes a free throw shcr while the crowd
continues to cheer.
A sea of white shirts greeted Chapman dLJring the second
nunc of the NCAA Division III tournament
FortheL C
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or some, this would be their last
chance of the year to get aspol
at coveted Pirate idol. Thiswas
not a rock concert, but Whitworth
Unplugged Whitworth Unplugged occurred
each month on Campus until Pirate Idol, Each
winner of a session of Whitworih Unplugged
moved on to Pirate Idol.
It was not only singers who participated in
Whitworth Unplugged. There were: pianists,
guitarists, a bass and even a boo]c. Musicians
of every sort were drawn to the competition.
Whitworth Unplugged was a friendly
competition and an opportunity for performers
to compete for voles and for cosh prizes.
"People I hod played with asked me to
join them," said freshman Forrest [ensen.Tlove
playing in front of them and knew it would be
fun. It is always freeing, gives you a break from
school, You don't have 10 think oboul classes,
and you can live in the music."
Quiet Hours, composed of Jamie Kennedy,
Forrest Jensen, Henry Vander Houwen, Joshua
Deal and lauren loudon was the largesl group
to perform at the March event.
Noah Peller was one of the finalists who
moved on to the next round. During his
performance, Peller silenced guitarists who
crocked [ekes of bassists' expense os he
defeated several guitars using only his boss.
Peller has been playing bass for ten years. He
was chen heord in Baldwin-Jenkins, jamming
with other residents or by himself.
"Noah was so good, I couldn't even
Imagine that he could playas well as he did.
Noah is a genius and can play anything with
an amazing lnesse," said Vander Houwen.
Although there were many great
performances throughout the year, many would
agree that the March sets by Naah Pelle, and
Quiet Hours were two to remember.
SIO~ by MASON VIGIL
PhulOs by KATWtLlIAMSON
Tile crowd is hooked as the HUB
multipurpose mom is filled with music.
Clockwise frnm opposite page:
Sophomore Lars Nelson and junior Keith
Parker play their guitars in cadence with
each other.
With his eye on the prize. senior Noah
Peller jams on his bass. Peller won the
rnmpetitien and moved on to Pirate Idol.
Freshman Joshua Deal takes control of the
drum line for Iluiet hours. giving a rolling
heatto enhance the singers' words
Jamie Kennedy, co-singer lor Ouiet Hours.
stuns the audience with her voice.
TheBFE~INNI
he closs of 2010 senior girt wos
011 endowed scholarship in honor
of Billand Bonnie Robinson. The
scholarship was $25,000 and
$15,000 hod already been donal~bya-
Whilworth.trustee. That meant thot tH class
of 2010 and their parents needed to raise
Ihe remoinrng $10,000.
A committee of senior closs leader~
solicited feedback from their classmat~
about whot they would like the senior gJ~to
be. The commrttee decided, wilh Ihe help of
Ihol feedback, lhctlhe endo.wed sCholar,p
would be the most fiNing way to honor \
the Rcbosc'ts considering rlwas Billand
Bonnie's lost year at WhBvvorlh, .
The scholarship would be awarded
annually to on incoming senior once the
endowment was fully funded. Taward that
end, many graduating seniors mode three-
year pledges to the project.
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"Being a senior makes
me want to spend as
much time with friends
as possible before they're
all gone."
- Danielle Stratton
Clockwise from nppnsite page"
Bill Robinson talks with seniors at their tables
at Twigs aher the class glh announcement
was made.
Michael Harri introduces this year's senior
gilt to the seniors and faculty present Bill
and Bunnie were honored 81 this event by
the official annnuncement that the endowed
scholarship would bear their name.
Morgan Yost. Shelley Humphries. and Chelsea
Snyder share some laughs and appetizers.
A group of guys scarf down the free appetizers
provided by the Alumni Office.
"Being a senior is
bittersweet because
you can reminisce etcm
the times you've had ..
but they're over."
~ Man Deering
"Being a senior is a little
bit awesome and a little
bit suessful. ..the events
are really cool but I'm
excited 10 be done with
school."
- Dusty Eeseria
I '
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ClubName: Global Servants in Christ
President: Elizabeth Brin~
Membership: 15
Most Attended Event: "We help
host a Missions Fair every Morch with
numerous mission organizations who ore
equipped to help students get involved
in God's work throughout the world."-
Elizabeth Brink, senior
ClubName: International Club
President: Vltolila Vasylenko
Membership: 120
Purpose of the Club: "To bring
diversity 10 the Whitworth community,
to tell people about different customs
and to expand the views and opinions
through shoring cultural backgrounds."-
Viloliia Vasylenko, senior
Photos byTAYLDR ZAJICEK and JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
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Media Leadership
'lJ
Radio: vvhifworth.rn
Manager: Nic Vargus
The job: vcrqus' job was to organize
events and advertise
The best part: He enjoyed inleracting with the
music and other people.
The interesting fact: He's afraid of dolphins
Newspaper: The Whitworthion
Editor-in-Chief: Morgan Feddes
The job: Feddes did everything from
administrative tasks to interviewing.
The best part: She loved seeing everything
come together during layout
The interesting fact: Feddes wants
to go on 10 be a
television screenwriter
dl:.~..' ...•.!ir. ;-~,-
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Yearbook: Notsihi
Editor-in-Chief: Chorley Brinkman
The job: Brinkman's job entailed working
with the stof and advertising,
The best port: She loved the cesron
element of her job and seeing
relationships form
The interesting fact: Her favorite T.V, shows
ore Criminal Minds and 24.
2009-2010 Charrered ASWU Clubs
Artists' Guild
Athletic Training Club
Ballroom Dance
Black Student Union
Business Students' Organizarion
Clean Blood, CleanWater
Club de Espanul
CMENC
Colleges againsr Cancer
Common Table
En Christo
Four Directions Native Club
Future Athletic Coaches Association
Global Servants for Christ
Good Deeds fur Trees
Hawaiian Club
International Club
International Justice Mission
Japanese Visual Culture Club
Jubilation
Latin American Club
le terce Francais
Open Ionsersatinn; Gay-Straight
Asscsnation
Paper and Dice Club
Political Awareness Club
Pre-Med/Science Club
Psi Chi
Psychology Elub
Running Club
Science Fiction & Astronomy Club
Shiloh
SNATS
Sociology Club
Stop 32: Photography Elub
Volleyball Elub
Westminster Round
Whitworth Catholic Fellowship
Whitworth Ultimate Frisbee Club (Menl
Whitworth Ultimate Frisbee Club (Women)
Women in Society Everywhere
Women's Lacrosse Club
045
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Whltwonh prides itself on the academic rigor of the
institution. Students are simply not allowed 10 sit
passively in class and learn by osmosis. We are asked
big questions about our wnrldview. our ethics, and our
vocation.
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Reserve a Seat in these Must-Take Classes Ij
COURAGE AND CALLING
DESCAR,TES' BONES
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Philosophic Classics
&-u250
We asked a sampling of Whitworth students which classes they felt were essential to a Whitworth education. All responses were
anonymous. Out of 200 responses, these were the top five classes and what select students had to soy about them.
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• "It helps us improve our worldview and reflect on what we believe and why."
• "Well, it is required; however, 1am thoroughly enjoying the lectures as well as the
professors. The texts thoi we are reoding ore interesting and provocative, which give
interesting view points on the 'core-esque' terms, 'worldview and 'eotsternooqy."
~··1hWtYff ;;;],A Il&im Nfdvz-
• "II rnokes you think about what you believe in a critical way. You are provided with the
ideas of many Christian thinkers, but you are still left to wrestle with your faith on your own
Plus, Adam IS bomb."
• "It is a great course for learning the fundamentals of the Chnsticn faith and causing you to
think deeper and more analytically aboul Christianity. Adam is 0 great professor and really
provokes intellectual discussion and thought."
• 'Every person should take it because it is food for the soul and is a reminder of why Jesus is
our sovror.
• "That class is all about peace, Lets face it, college isn't all peaches and cream, Homework
is rough, tests are intense, and friends are 011wigging out about their own homework,
classes and tests. To have that hour talking about peace is what keeps the day bearable"
• "As you are learning the content of the course, the professor, Terry McGonigal, really
stretches you to get specific about how you con apply the content to your life, the
community, and the world."
• "This class was so eye-opening and so important for helping me develop my own faith in
Christ, I learned so much from this class that I'm going to toke past Whitworth and into my
He!"
• "Jerry is on amazing professor. Class discussions are wonderful and Jerry genuinely cares
about all of his students,"
• "This class lought me so many vital things to know obout the Christion life, and it doesn't
necessarily act as on introduction closs. We discuss our purpose discovered through
suffering, the fall of mon, sin, and discuss many wonderfully theologically sound books."
• "I think because it is a universal closs that everyone needs the skills in life, How lucky are
we to be able to learn such an awesome skill?"
• "The subject matter transcends into several subjects that are important for everyday life."
• "It opens your eyes 10 many different ideas on how we communicate; on essential skill of
life"
OB~
Chemical Pro ertie
Since 200 1, Whitworth had seen a 50 percent increase in science majors. which this year numbered 600
students and represented a quarter of the sturiam body. Growth in enrollment. faCUlty-student research and
competition for up students had created an urgent need for additional science space. Plans called for a new
63,OOO-square·!oOl biology/chemistry building, a renovation arid additiuntn the Eric Johnston Science Center
and a research endowment. Completion of this vita I initiative would meet Whitworth's science and general
classroom needs for the next 20 years
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
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Clockwise lrom mp left:
Whitworth students pause for a group photo with
some cltheir host families.
The straetscepes and architecture of French cities
reminded students daily thatthev were far from
Spokane.
Seniors 'f.Jatalie Douglas and Rachel Kelly take time
to laugh between studying.
Taking in the scenery, senior Joanna Kendall puts
her camera to good use.
Seniors Rachel Kelly and Claire Swinford show off
their accommodations while staying in France.
Enjoying a bit of local culture, senior Spencer
Dorway poses excitedly with a Smart Car.
�---
"Whoever said the French ore stuck up obviously never visited Alsoce. The people
ore incredibly warm and very generous Everyone asks me about McDonolds (They
call II 'McDo' in France) and if I eat hamburgers oher. I just laugh and tell them
thot 'Yes, 1do eat there sometimes. but not that chen.' and 'No, actually, I don't like
hamburgers,'
People seem to have a much more positive attitude towards Americans than the
media would like us to believe. They think our way of life-the amount of freedom we
hove in all ways-is pretty cool for the most port, though they toke pride in their own
special culture. They ore olso impressed with any amount of French foreigners hove
and are very patient when we students hove to find a different way to soy sornet-mq
to make ourselves understood. It's my first time in France I am a French major, and
already it is even better than I expected"
-Kelsey Toy, senior
I
"I absolutely love it here; the people, the art, the language and of course the food I
France is definitely different than the States and there is much that one must get used
to Focusing in on the language is extremely important, as it is very easy to tune people
out when you don't understand everything being said However, being constantly
aware of linguistic differences helps!"
julie Caruso, senior
009
intheAir
Every year, Whitworth students are given the opportunity to study allover the world for a three week stint
This year students traveled to Thailand, South Ainco, China, Tanzania, and many other places. Each student
brought home a new appreciation for the world and what con be learned from her peoples and cultures•
Anthropology in Hawaii
British Culiu-e through
Theatre & Music in London
Business & Culture in China
Core 250 in Europe
Everyday German
Study Program in Germany
Computer Science in a
Cultural Context in India
Intensive Oral Spanish in
Guatemala
Poverty, Altruism & Hope in
Tanzania
South Africa Study Program
Thailand Study Program
Early Christian Sites in Turkey
Education in San Francisco
Education in Taiwan
Jazz Bond in New Orleans
and New York
Clockwise from far left
Seniors Peter Cleary and Lara lichten play with a boy
in the Langa Township in Cape Town, South Africa
Students studvinq In Hawaii pose with members of a
local dance troupe
With Leeds Castle in the background, senior Miranda
Cosand pauses to lake in her English surroundings
Senior CU!1lSPowell shares a laugh with a host family
member during a dinner in Mandalay, Cape Town.
Students stnp for a photo in front of ancient ruins
in India.
Junior Amy Erickson and senior Ashley Smith pose
in Turkey at the theater in Ephesus. where the riot
recorded in Acts occurs
Trying nOlIO flinch. senior Erin Marshall gets a kiss
from an elephant in Thailand.
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Clockwise from left
Taking a breather, junior Brian Lays
and senior Josiah Ward sit with three
Guatemalan children.
Weaving a basket is harder ihan it
sounds, as sophomore Julie Sullivan and
junior Erin Archer found out during iheir t
trip 10 Tanzania.
Juniors CJ Johanssen and Becky
Davis enjoy watching their host family
members, Mikhi and Malaika, dance in
their home in Mandalay township.
Cape Town.
Taking the lime 10 make an important
phone call, seniors Elise Page and Robyn
Best take full advantage of their lime
III London
.luninrs Elizabeth Wall and Becca Dodge
help young students complete a bunertlv
activity during the trip 10 Guatemala
One of ihe regulars shows sophomore
Josiah Brown how 10 cool off et a
Tanzanian beach.
Students on the India trip lake a stab at
creating a human version of the Indian
ruins behind them.
"It was weird to be an outsider somewhere. When
we would walk around all the Il11le kids would shout,
"Wazungal" which means 'white person!' We came up
with a comeback saying 'Whapi?' meaning, "Where?'"
-Kyle Broscksl, junior, Tanzania
"My experience was so amazing because we just embraced the
fact that we were seen as silly American tourists and had fun
without worrying about what people thought We dressed up
for a photo on Abbey Road, we sang the love song medley and
did the can-can outside the Moulin Rouge, and we danced and
sang Queen songs on the Tube. I mean, you only go once, so you
might as well enjoy it , ,
-Miranda Cosand, senior. London
"Sometimes it can be artificial when you have to cram for a
tsst.lnstead. we were at these places, experiencing it. "
-Amy ErICkson, junior, Turkey
• give and tate
Faculty: llmturers:
Felicity Brigham
junior, graphic design track What is your favorite class that you have taken withinyour major and why?
','.1 1:';\
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Web DeSign I learned a lot about deSignand my
disciplne The class was fun and always engaging
Who is the most influemial professor you have had
and why?
Scon Kolbo He's honest and gives helpful and
preciical advice He's sarcastic and fun too
What IS one thing you love about being a student in
this major?
What is the most difficult thing about this major?
Scott
Kolbo
Why do you love your subject matter?
n ISa great discipline to study lt Imegrates all the
fun of makrng things with the pleasure of liberal arts
learning I can't thlilk of anything else I'd rather do.
What is. the most exciting thing a student can do with
this major?
Art students can go out and make things that express
the ideas they have about themsefves and the world.
They can be deslgners, paimers, Of community artists
and all of these things hold enough adventure to keep
anyone busy for the rest of theit life.
What ISthe most challenging aspect for studems in
thIs major?
How has your depanmem helped students make the
major mto a profession?
The An Department offers two seminar courses that
help students prepare for future vocations in the arts.
The seminars fet the students talk to people who
are working professionally in the field and they are
required 10 research the current state of till] discipline
to help them prepare to enter it themselves after
graduation.
AR344: Elementary Art: Curriculum and Methods
This hands-on workshop course emphasizes help.ing the elementary education
student become comfortable with the art experience and knowledgeable about
the variety of media and techniques, safety information, stages of a child's artistic
development. and methods of aesthetic evaluation. Emphasizes the art process ...75.=;ri1
rather than the product. The goal of the course is to helpth8future teacner gain an
appreciation for children's art and an enlhusiasm for art in general.
-----
Craig
Tsuchida
Why do you love your subject matter?
18 camp emy and diversity of life fascmates m
What is the most exciting thing a student
can do with this major?
What is the most challenging aspect for students
10 [his major?
How has your department helped students make the major
IOta a profession?
81 107 Infectious Diseases
Introduction to the structure, function and diversity of microorgani~ms that cause
human disease. Microbial infections that complicate exposure to vacation climates,
pets, recreational activities and exotic cuisine will be emphasized. For non-science
majors. Meets natural science requirement. Periodic offering.
- --
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Jenny
Merryfield
junior
What IS your favorite class that you
have taken within your major and why?
My lavorite bIOlogy class at Whltwonh nus lar IS
Microbial PhySIOlogy Although It proved to be one of the
most diffICult bIOlogy classes I have ever taken, I learned
a lot of very Interestlllg things about the microbial world
Who is the most influential professor you
have had and why?
Faculty;
FranK Caccavo
Lee Anne Chaney
•I I
Michael Sardinia
• I
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faculty: lecturers:
I- _ I
Karen Steve-ns
Jared
...--.......... ..,....-----,Onley
senior
Biochemistry I with llr, Ojennus. It was about how
thinqs work in our bodies at a molecuar level. I thought
it was interesting because it's a step towards taking a
Hause-like approach to medicine, in that I can learn to
understand how everything is working together.
What is your favorite class that you
have taken within your major and why?
Who is the most influential professor
you have had and why?
Dr Karen Stevens She was the first professor I met at
Wh,twonh and I've had her lor many classes She IS
What is one thing you love about being a
student in this major?
o
My favorite thmg about bell1g a seance major are the
peers Within my major SCience Jokes are the coolestl
" "
�~~~ Studies
Alex Blade
junior
What is your favorite class that you
have taken within your major and why?
Interpersonal Communication IS definitely my favorne
class that I'VE! taken so lar Alan Mikkelson mad~ It a
blast and n was loaded with content that reallyenloyed
What is one thing you love about being a
student in this major?
I love learOing about real-world stuff that I see every
single day Everything I learn In my classes IS something
thai can go out and use as soon as I walk out the door
Involved In as a career
8t
cS~~f Global Commerce and Managemen1
Economics / Business
~""",~~iIlJ~e_Nl""i; eke
~~~:t'I!Im~er'J~~nd take,~. ~'W. .a .!'w.
FacultY list: lecturers:
Walter Hutchens
Christie Anderson
Margie LaShaw
Heather Rogers
Braa Sago
Eric Sartell
Daniel Churchwell
Uohn Hengesh
Richara Schatz
Amanda Burnett
junior, accounting, marketing
Who is the most influential pmlessor you
have had and why?
I've had two really mlluentlal professors Brad Sago and
Heather Rogers They are both very good at what they do and
love their profession Their passion really comes through In
their teaching and It makes their students enJOY learning
What is one thing you love about being a student
in this major?
Dennis Sterner ((jean
Becca Dodge
junior
What is one thing you love about being
a student in this major?
-e
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Faculty: lecturers:
Angela Allen
Alissa dra Paschkowial<
Maggie Bullock
Tho Caraway
Tana Young
Melissa SRrenkle
Pax Gutierrez-Neal
junior
What is your favorite class that you have taken within your
major and why?
�
and Athletic Training
Faculty:
Jolene Fistier
Melinda Larson
Russell Richardson
Colin Foshay
junior
=...",.........""""
Who is the most influential professor
you have had and why?
sa
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Faculty:
Anthony Clark
Arlin Migliano
Corliss Slack
Dale Soden
Jessica
Shoaf-U nderwood
freshman
Who is the most inlluential professor
you have had and why?
What is the most diHicult thing about thISmajor?
and Athletics
Faculty: Head Coaches:
Wane Fnedncns
Daman Hagerott ,.
~o Wagstaff (women's tennis I
Henry Williams
junior
What is your favorite class that you have taken within
your major and why?
My favome class so far has been Human Anatomy and
PhysIOlogy taught by Dr Mike Sardinia I really enloyed
Dr Mike's lectures and dissectinq cats In lab BelOg
able to learn hands on With the cats IS such a great
experience and a ton of tun
What is one thing you love about being a
student in this major?
I really enlOYall olthe students Everyone IS IOcredlbly
friendly, helpful and we all seem to have created a very
tight bond as we have progressed through our major
What made you choose this major?
What is the most difficult thing about this major?
One of the more difficult thmgs about this major IS
learnlOg all 01the bones and mucels 10 the body It
reqUires a lot of hours studying In the library
83
A1~anL C~cS~/
Pre-Engineering
Facult'(- lecturers:
Kristin Lehman
Rebecca Meyer
What is your favorite class that you have taken within
your major and why?
Graph Theory Anne Trefry made the class really
entertaining, the math was Interesting, and I put a lot
of work mto a research paper that I'm really proud of
Who is the most influential professor
you have had and why?
give and
""'M~V.
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LisaHayek
junior
What is your favorite class that you have taken
within your majm and why?
.. 9..7 MlllI!1f
lecturers;
~udith Schoepflin Christopher Parkm
•
Rachel Morris
junior
i:"ii""--- What is your favorite class that you have taken withinyour major and why?
Who is the most influential professor you
have had and why?
What is one thing you love about being a student in
this major?
give and'h.~~v.'
~v.
,..-__ -------, Jordan
RheignansWhat is one thing you love about being a
student in this major?
101
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Faculty: lecturers:
Anuers Giirdestig
Kamesh Sankaran
Marc Rollins
sophomore....,..........--~~~~" 7-: "":I!;;; ?-'t
'??i;~ ~ ~ ~.
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GL'/TAR CHORD,
What IS your favorite class that you have taken within
your maior and why?
Who is the most influential professor you
have had and why?
What is one thing you love about being a
student in this major?
What made you choose this major?
give.andg"o=~v.
~v.
Iris Wu
juniorWhat is your favorite class that you have taken within
your major and why?
Who is the most influential professor
you have had and why?
Julia SHanks has been insuumentaln my development
as a student It IS often diffICult to find a professor who
Will tellit to you straight, but Julia never hes1l818s.
What made you choose this major?
What is the most difficult thing about this major?
It's dlfflculllO Impress on others thaI polltlcal suenta IS
_
.I.Gf".•. ;;l1f11'f
What is your tavarite class that you have taken within
your major and why?
'.
ake
d take
Faculty: lecturers:
Patty BruininKs
Melissa Rogers
Adria Teo
Noel Wesco moe
P.hili Matliew
Noelle Wiersma
Tracy Bookhout
junior
What is one thing you love about being a
student in this major?
I love that you can apply most psychology prmples to
everyday hie lt's somethmg that IS easy to study for
because It's all around you
What is the most difficult thing about this major?
. I I •
give. and
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Michael Schultz
junior
What is your favorite class that you have taken within your major
and why?
Race and EthnlCl1YIt was an inSightful class that delved head
frst into a difficult subiect. The class blended the core elements of
sOCiologyby looking at the history. theory. and research of race I
tonk thiS class durmg Jan term and the group really bonded because
01lots of thoughtful dISCUSSIOn and interactive exercises
What made you choose this major?
1 9 •
Kimberly Calkins
junior
What IS you, lavome class that you have taken within
you, maJo' and why?
... , ~."..i;·a·:·,•.:';~i ii" .
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Faculty:
Jennifer Read
Suzanne Ostersmith
Who is the most influential professor you have
had and why?
Unla" question! I love them 0111
What is one thing you love about being a student
in this major?
lime, I'd he a pan 01 them all
, .,
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and Philosophy
What is your favorite class that you have taken within
your major and why?
What is one thing you love about being a student in
this major?
The authomy by whICh we are taught Our department
faculty are some of the best III the world Nearly all of
OUf professors are published and referenced In other
institutions And books aside, all of them have storms
about atcumplishmerts that Will knock your socks off
Andrew Peterson
junior
..•1113_.=~'I '
Leadership Studies 25 people
.:===-----
"[The leadership studies rninnr] can go with any major. Students
will be able 10 use it in their communities," -Dr. Jack Burns
"In additian 10 the relevancy of a minor in sociology to their major
areas of study, the sociological perspective is Quite helpful in daily
livinq.' -Dr. Raja T anas
26
29
'The minor provides an nppnrtunitv for students to continue their
study of music through courses such as theory and ear training
as well as applied lessons and ensembles. It's a good choice for
students who are serious about music but have decided to major in
another discipline." -Professor Brent Edstrom
:11.--_.!...lM~Usic
11r..-_"""",G~eBJ.u.:e~~r otlJ....lB~u stJ.Uln.b<.es~s~_ .....~3/ "With every job I think It is a good idea to have a generalknOWledge of business," -Bebeka Lampe. sophomore
33
38Mathematics
4/
57
Theology
"I took a couple classes to see [what I liked] and
then I switched [my minor]. My favorite class is
the physiological and psychological aspects of
coaching."
-Caty Lieske. junior
"Administramrs and hiring officials are very interested in
teachers who are well prepared in reading to help the learners
in their schools and to help their schools raise test scores."
-Prntasnr Ann Teberg
"There are a significant number of elementary education majors who
want to be endorsed 10 teach math. Also. many of our students are
math minors because their mejnr involves a significant amount of
math and laking the courses for a minor does not add much to the
courses that they need to take." .Pm-essor Martha Gady
"Psychology is useful knowledge to have for entering a number of
different professions, for one's personallile (relationships. parentinq.
motivatian. elc.1 and it is a fairly easy minor to gel."
-Dr. Noelle Wiersma
"I am minoring in Spanish because it is important to
speak Spanish inthe United States and I plan on using it
in my future career" -Awbrey Gilliam, junior
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Top
Most
PORuiar
Minors
Minors are a
wonderful addition
to your major area of
study. Here is what
Whitworth professors
and students have to
say about minoring
in these popular
areas of study.
Eontent by KRISTEN MILES
Photos by KAT WILLIAMSON
and JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
"A lot of students are serious about
learning more eboutihe Bible and
the Ehristian faith and I think
they've heard that our classes are
stimulating and inspiring. Many
students find them life-changing.
Having a set of really good teachers
doesn't hurt. aitherl"
-Dr. Roger Mohrlang
ONES-=~WHO~
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With the addition of the new Lied Center building, the
arts have exploded on our campus. Instrumental and
vocal groups reach out to the community ana visual arts
bring a new face to the campus. Theater also finds Its
role within the Spokane community and also within ours.
Students put their design skills to practical use
by creating posters for on-campus events

Sound CHECK
�-
There ore many. things thotcome to mind when pnethinks of a W~tworth
Theatre Production: a great script,
superb directing, and a phenomenal
cost The illusIon. a ploy by Pierre
Co-oelle, hod all of those things
and more. Students played multiple
characters, the play spanned multiple
genres, and even a faculty member,
leonard Oakland, took a spot on
~hestage.
Taking on the role of Mctamore
for the production, sophomore Oliver
Schaus sow the process from behind
the curtains
"The Illusion is super-unique in
lis style. The onqino] playwright
hod to be sneaky in order to moke
the ploy the way he wanted w-ile
maintaining regard for strict rules on
dramatic writing. It's quirky in thot
regard. The ploy covers the brood
range of genres - force, dromc.
comedy - that it does. The set made
this ploy very unique as well. It was
lorge, look a long time to bulle. and
was very technically dilhcu]. I loved
having several different levels through
which to enter; it made the play both
more visually engaging and more
interesting to block.
Regording the mast difficult port of
preparing for ploy, a quick answer
jumps to mind: my beard. The spirit
gum adhesive used to affix theatrical
facial hair sticks to everything, and
doesn't wash off without a special
removal solvent We (the cast)
nicknamed my beard Jared, and
hoted him collectively for the pain
and [eolousv he aroused. Maybe
more practically, the most difficulty was caused by
the need to prepare mentally for several characters.
Four of the cast members hod three characlers to
ploy, each one growing progressively more realistic,
jaded, and dark. My character was the some
by nome, but emerged stripped of his pomp and
playfulness in the second oct to be
seen revealing a more fundamental
fear and honesty. It was important
through rehearsals that we made clear
choices that defined each character
as unique, and lhol we 'previewed'
and 'woke up' the characters prior to
each show.
The combination of a director with
vision and the talent to realize it, on
excellently original script, and a cast
and crew filled with my favorite people
made The Illusion the best experience in
theatre I've ever had."

I I
The Bryan Oliver Gallery pmvides the
perfect canvas for visiting artist.
faculty, and student worksA room
with a
VIEW

Clockwise lrom above:
Senior Giselle Stone gels fined into her costume by junior Katie
Dolan.
Fake legs set the stage while a pertarmer acts inthe distance.
Senior Mark Frazier receives the linallook over by stage technician
Jennifer Read.
Junior Katie Dolan strokes her fake moustache before a dress
rehearsal.
Junior Becky Davis shares a laugh with senior Erin Grandy while
gelling dressed.
Sophomore Jessi Knuth tries on her costume lor the show.
Senior Ben Bonnema double checks his look before going on staqe
Freshman Kyle Bohigian tests out his new look.
SIO~ by KRISTEN MILES
Photos by TAYLOR ZAJICEK
ALuc~
FIND
The year was 2002. The loccuona A
dusty corner of U.c. Berkeley's Bancroft
library. It was then that Shelly Fishkin, a
Stanford University scholar, discovered
something unimaginable. It seemed like just
another forgotten manuscript at first, but on
closer examination Fishkin realized that she
hod unearthed the full manuscrrpt of a ploy
written by Mark Twain in 1898.
"Is He Deeds' was never produced in
Twain's lifetime, but once it was discovered in
2002/ it become a formidable production on
the stage, adopted by playwrrght David Ives
and hitting the stage on Broadway in 2007
Recognizing Twain's cunning dialogue and
subtle satire, Whitworth's theater department
decided it wasn't going to miss the chance to
bring its own flair to this long-lost production
Senior Katie Dolan, drown to the hilarity
of the script, was shocked 10 realize that the
play could not get produced in Twain's time
"The farce is so over the top," Katie said.
Senior Becky Davis agreed.
"It's so ridiculous: finding sincerity in the
characters and being larger than life, fainting
spells and throwing your arms everywhere"
It was the comedy that reolly drew the
ploy and cost together this spring, Senior
Donny Mathews said that he learned about
being comedic as he worked with the
director and other cost members
"You hove to try a lot of things, and some
are stupid and others are briljcnt," Mathews
said
During one rehearsal, director Rick Hornor
explained the art of popping out on eye,
adding gestures and sound effects to make a
scene funnier.
'[Rick] rs really fun to work wrth. He is
really expressive and keep things exciting
during rehearsal," junior Lauren Sandelius •• Iii1Z~9~.arw
said.
The Whrtworth cost was trghtly bonded
and oble to build comedy off of each other,
instilling life in Twain's "Is He Dead?"
irhe IcingontheCAKE .~.';"t'.
Rock operas, donee numbers, and dramatic
performances: the Whitworth theatre deportment does it
all. And throughout ~heyear, senior theatre majors get a
chonce to express their passion for the art of theatre in
their senior performances
Each senior is required to do a one oct show and is
entirely responsible for the proposals and productions of
the performances. While they ore allowed to delegate
responsibilities such os props, lighting, and directing, they
are required to choose a script, cost fellow actors. and
be involved in the process every step of the way. Students
are allowed to choose existing scripts or write and
perform on original piece, as senior Benjamin Bonnema
decided to do.
"I've wonted to write a musical for a long time:
Bonnema said. HI starting working on [one] the summer
after my sophomore year and finished it a year later." The
product of his labor was a rock opera entitled 'Dovid."
Bonnema not only wrote the script but the musical score
oswell
"It was a lot more work than I'd ever really put into
anything before," Bonnema said.
Moving in a different direction, senior Nicki Dyer also
chose to write her own script, but opted to direct hers
toward children, performing at several elementary schools
in the area.
hPeter Pan is my idol. I want to be him pretty much,"
Dyer soid. "I sow Shakespeare Abridged, and I thought 1
could do that with fairy tales,"
While Bonnema and Dyer hod less than five people in
their respective performances, other senior performances
included larger casts, Seniors Rachel Ewing, Heather
Kirnak and Jess Liles collaborated on their project
which included a cost of over 20 people, Their show,
"Elsewhere," was another original piece that incorporated
both acting and dance
"It felt like such on organic process," junior Isabel
Nelson, one of the dancers in the show, said. "Everyone is
involved with the creation process, It feels like I'm geiting to
be on artist."
Students who chose to use on eXisting script still
placed their own artistic impression on their performances.
Senior Mollie McComb selected a senor entitled "The
Laundromat" by Marsha Norrron, which she chose
because she felt there was on engaging lesson to be
learned in the relationship that builds between the two
characters in the ploy.
NThis was a character with a lot of layers: McComb
said of choosing to play Dedee. "To get the character
across, you have to rely on your acting alone. It was a
good challenge."
Students were also challenged to convey a message to
their audience, whether by interpreting on eXisting script or
writing on original piece. For Bonnema, he chose to cost
a female as God in his play "David," stating, "Everyone
has these stereotypes that God is a man. I picked a
female to challenge those stereotypes," In another form 01
interpretation, the ploy "Elsewhere," was inspired by the
painting "The Kiss" by Guslav Klimt, which deolt with the
euphoria of relationships
"It's a really huge endeavor," McComb said of the
senior performances ." And you have to have something
you can get really passionate about, and stay passionate
about,"
Story by AUBREY CAIN
Photos courtesy of [he performers
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by Mal"lha Norman
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With a look of disbelief in her eyes,
Senior Mollie Mollie McComb
performs in her renditinn of Marsha
Norman's 'The Laundromat"
Kyle Allison, Ryan Gerhard, Ben
Bonnema, and Becky Davis perform
to an audience of 275 people in
Bonnema's original ens act, "David:
A New Rock Opera."
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Leaving Their Mark
Senior Show "Stains" Gallery
While most seniors stressed
over finals and graduation pions,
a handful of soon-lc-be-qroduoles
were slaving over transforming an
emply gallery into a hoven for their
masterpieces. This year' 5 senior
art exhibit, "Stains," featured many
mediums of art that were displayed
to convey the students' ideas in a
cohesive manner and showcase a
culmination of their skills over the
course of the post four years
"A lot of my work from freshman
and sophomore year was
explorations and forms of trial and
error, It was not until my junior
year that I started to get a grasp
on what I wonted to shore with my
audience and how I wanted to go
about doing that," senior Jessica
Butelo said. The students explored
different mediums throughout their
experience, and each chose a
focus for the exhibit thot highlighted
their strengths, whether it was
Giselle Stone's oil paintings and
drawings or Nate Ellefson's screen
prints on fabric
Besides the time put into the
pieces themselves, the artists also
spent countless hours behind ~he
scenes bringing the details together.
"It tokes so much time and energy
to organize, especially in a group.
It cauld take over half an hour
[hanging] each piece," Stone said,
while Butela said about creating an
exhibit, "We have to pick a name.
ocve-nse.cpu- our pieces through a
panel of judges ...arrange for food,
creote a queslbook. ..and clean up
everything when the show is over."
However, once the gallery came
together, the students each had their
ke
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own reasons for what mode the process
worthwhile, "I like when the viewer is
able to connect the images and create a
story for themselves.i.thev can each have
their own emotional response and give iI
their own interest and mystery," Ellefson
said. The project also gave the seniors
a chance to reflect on their experiences
and memories of the art department, "I
remember being a little freshman in the
old an building and listening to the crazy
creaks of the vents while I painted in a
room t-rot was completely stained with
point splcners.' Butelo said "We have
come a long way,"
Story by PAM BAUTHUES
Phntns by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
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Whelher being in one of thebonds was just a hobbyor a student's entire life,
making music was something many
students opted to do.
Junior Emerald Armstrong, bassoon
plover and music performance major,
practically lived in the music butldrr q.
Despite being in the Wind Symphony,
Chamber Winds, Orchestra, and
Hosanna-plus a chapel teom on top of
that-Armstrong didn't think that her life
was too hectic. "I just love making music!
It's fun to work hard for the things that
you love" said Armstrong. And Amsuonq
wasn't the only one.
A music major who played violin and
harp, junior Noomi Flaherty didn't mind
the time commitment-or the long hours
Because of all the practice time that she
and other music students put in, they
ohen ended up staying late hours in the
music building. "Once, I decided to toke
the elevator down from the second floor
shortly after midnight. It just so happened
that one of the brass players decided
it would be fun to turn on the elevator
intercom and scream into it as I come
down," Floherty sold.
With performances every fall and
spring each ensemble regularly filled
the auditorium and music building with
music that could be enjoyed by anyone.
The bonds were conducted by well-
liked professors such as Phillip Baldwin
[Orchesfrc]. Don Keberle (jazz) ond
Richord Strauch [vvlnd Symphony) "Dr
Baldwin provides a friendly environment
in which to creole music," Flaherty said
Just like the students, the professors had
a lot on fhen plotes. "I think he does a
great job of balancing the many jobs that
come with being a musician and he is
talented ot them 011,11 Armstrong said
Some of the music was even
composed by our very own professors. In
the fall, the Wind Symphony performed 0
piece called "Angels in the Architecture,"
composed by Brent Edstrom

The w" hnwonh C,hOi,rheld Its first publicconcert in 1934, and It has since gaineda reputation for being one of the premierchoirs in Ihe Northwest. The WhitworthChoir, along with lIe Women's Choir and
Men's Chorus, performed-their main concerts during
the Christmas season and in the spring. These concerts,
which featured over 100 students,were the product of
rigorous rehearsing and extensive planning.
"II tokes a lot of work," soid Amy Watts, the president
of the Women's Choir. "We practice at each venue for
six to eight hours."
Preparing for a choir concert included choosing
the different songs to be performed, organizing the
procession of students onto the stage, working with
accompaniment, rehearsing transitions, and going
through each song numerous times to achieve a stote of
perfection
"It has to be very well constructed and
choreographed," said Meghan Wescombe, a member
of the Vvluworth Choir. "So much goes into it and
so many people." Trevor Annis, the president of the
Whitworth Choir, hod similar sentiments, and respected
~he effort that had to be mode in order to have a concert
worth performing.
"No [oumey is complete without the hard work that it
tokes to reach the qool." said Annis. "However, tlus is a
process we know is necessary for a quality result,"
In order to help with the tension thot built up prior
to the concerti the Whitworth Choir director More
Hafso did something humorous each year for the choir
students. In the past, he handed out nose flutes to the
students to ploy Christmas carols on, and one year there
was a fashion show using stars wi~h picture's of Holso's
face on them.
"It's a chance to just kick back and relax and
remember this is a fun time," said Wescombe.
In spite of the substantial amount of work that goes
into every concerti the concerts are a rewarding
experience. The students are allowed to showcase what
they've learned, and to reach out to the community
"Marc olways says, 'You never know when someone
might be affected by what is done here." soid Annis
The students themselves benefitted from the concerts,
both in mastering the music and gaining on appreciation
for ~he performance.
"It's exciting becouse you get to see everything come
together," said Watts "Every year, you foil in love with
Story by AUBREY CAIN
Photos courtesy of KIRK HIROTA
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H Ye Shall. avea
SONG gl.Je and
In their biggest rnllahnratinn of
the year, the Whitworth choirs
celebrated the season at the
Christmas Festival Iuncens.
aptly named "re Shall Have a .1IIii13~7!!I•• ~lli~i
Song." Pictured here are the
Spokane performances, held
at First Presbyterian Church in
December.
• TAKE•
"Donee gives me on outlet to exert all of my anxious
energy. When I hove a lot of drama going on in
life and around me I con put all t-rot frustration and
feelings of sorrow to practical and productive use
Dance makes me feel olive, useful and capable of
overcoming
- Jacklyn Herzog I senior
"lIeelhse dance has helped me in all aspects 01
my acting, making me more disciplined and able to
express myself and play characters differently than I
would if I didn't donee."
- Court Alfrey, senior
"The dance program has bettered my experience
here because it has enabled me to further my
passion for dance, Bringing dance into college
with me has been my lifesaver. Dance is a way to
relieve stress, worship God, and to build community;
Whitworth has provided me with all three."
- Lauren Stoudt, junior
"I have had a cfoss with Karla Porbon both
semesters and I love her choreography and our
classroom routine, I am currently in urban donee
and it is amazing to get away from the lectures and
break it down with a little
hip hop."
- Erica Yoder I freshman
The faculty and students In dance work so
hard and creote such stunning work.
- Rick Hornor, Theater Department Choir
JustWarmin
~~
"We're this big,
rowdy family with
giant bruises, sore
feet and lots and
lots of tights."
-Jess Liles, senior
Clockwise from below:
Working 10 gel even the smallest
movements right, lauren Loudon moved
through the dance steps during a practice
in Stage Two.
Students stretch ID the side 10 warm up in
Stage Two before dancing.
Senior Lara l.ichten keeps her eye on the
choreographer as she goes through the
S18pS during dance tryouts.
Junior Grace Barnes lets her passion lake
the forefront as she dances in Jubilation
The Jubilation crew move toward the center
during their performance in the chapel.
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP,
KAT WILLIAMSON and TAYLOR ZAJIICEK

Varsity sports participants work hard to be good
students as well as good athletes. As we come together
to support our friends, our community IS united. Our
teams and athletes continue to impress us with
their accomplishments.
osses
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All Star Fans were the guys lho! stood
in the front row of sporting events covered
from head to toe in red and block point
They did their best 10 get the crowd as
involved in the gome as possible-and hod
o blast doing II.
For the All Star Fans, getting reody for a
game was a ritual. They took the process
so seriously that it took just shy of the time it
tokes a girl to get reody for the prom
Students and stoff counted on the All
Star Fans being at every home football
and men's basketball gome. "We would
like to be able to stoy for the women's
basketball per-res, but it's a long time to
wear the itchy paint and the crowd is
smaller, /I sophomore Josh Klute said.
Klute, who painted up for the first time
as a pre-trosh, said that "His whot sold
me on Whitvvorth," Sophomore year, he
become one of the leaders of the crew
The process began and ended in the
first floor bathroom in Mac. Forty five
minutes before each game they would
"point up" The guys applied as much
point as they could by themselves, but then
it became a group effort. The goal was to
get as much of their upper bodies covered
in red and block point as possible.
The point up was followed by a ritual
like what one might have seen on the way
to mock rock, or Ihe yell off. They would
get "pumped up" by running in a pock.
chanting and yelling on the way to the
game
At the game, they tried to gel the crowd
as involved and as excited as possible
The All Star Fans were like messy cheer
leaders.
There were anywhere from 10-25
pointed, spirited guys, mostly from Mac
and B] who would show up for games.
They showed up in higher numbers for
basketball games because it was warmer.
Just because it was sunny at a football
game In Spokane didn't mean il was
hot or even warm; in fact it was often the
opposite
One mighl have thought that the point
would protect them from the sun, but that
was a myth. Many students learned the
hard way oboul the zero SPF factor in
the point. The pain 01 sunburns didn't
faze to the All Star Fans, they gladly
took one for the team.
Most of All Stcr Fans lust liked the
excuse to be kids again. "It's great
having an excuse to paint up, be loud,
and look like savages," sophomore
Kristoff Decker said. Freshman, Marlowe
Peter appreciated that he could be crazy
without people looking at him funny.
According to the r-rcjorty of the All Star
Fans, Ihe highlight of eoch night was what
went on after the game. Shower parties
with loud techno music and lots of rowdy
craziness. "It's a bunch of half naked
men; you can't get much belter then that,"
senior Curtis Powell said
Story by PAM MURPHY
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMp·
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Clockwise from opposite page:
Caught up in the game, Ryan Young kepi his eyes on
the Pirates.
Painting up. the Mac men show thier spirit by laying it
on thick. The painted Mac men have become an Icon at
Whitworth home athletic events.
Painted crimson, John McCormack ,like the rest of his
fellow Mac men, couldn't keep his eyes off the game
Josh Klute laughs after playing the half time game
during a home lomball game.
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Leaders in
SPIRIT
KayLa Miranda
Kaylo Mirando, a junior psychology major, has been passionate
about cheerleading since the 8th grade.
The competition was one of the things she loved about it, Being in front
of people and performing wos all port of the rush.
She used to practice a lot of sports but this one was her favorite,
"People don't realize how athletic cheerleoding is and how much work it
tokes both physrcolly and mentally," said Mrronda.
More than a cheerleader, Mirando was a mom of a four-year-old boy
named Justice. It was not easy to be a college student, a cheerleader
and a mom all at once However, with her parents' help, she managed
all three,"1 hove the most supportive parents ever and they help me out so
much, Without them none of it would be possible," said Mirando.
Justice was the reo son that drove Mirando to do all this; she didn't
want her son in ihe future \0 think that she missed doing what she loved
because of him. She wanted to enjoy her life with her son, with her family
and with her friends. And later she wonted to be able to say to her son,
"Don't let anything bring you down. You can do anything you wont. look
at me,"
Performing alongside our athletes, the Whitworth
cheerleading squad rallied school spirit at sporting events
this year, Though all cheerleaders were practiced at donees
and cheering, many were able to do gymnastics
and tumbling. For team membership, a minimum ability
to do a rou-e-of bock-hand spring was required.
-- -- . '---~ ---- .----
Clockwise hem opposite page, tnp:
Freshman Bnanne Laconetti shows he! spirit at a
basketball game.
With undeniable Pirate pride, junior Hannah
Kinnier hooks the crowd's attention
Sophomore Alyssa Crabtree stands at the ready to
get the crowd pumped up
Sophomore Alexa Foster leads the crowd during a
Pirates' football game at the Pine Bowl.
Never forgetting her smile. juniar KayLaMiranda
cheersthe Pirateson to victory.
• •
On the Whitworth cheerleading squad, junior
Hannah Kinner's spirit and energy stood out.
Kinnier started to cheer in junior year of high
school and had three years experience as a high
school cheer camps instructor. With this experience,
she helped the coach and taught the dances
Before she started to cheer, Kinnier did 11 years of
gymnastics. Being able to use her background in
gymnastic skills was one of the reasons she loved
being a cheerleader. She also enjoyed encouraging
others. "This way I can be as loud as I wont at
football and basketball gomes and no one looks at
me funny," she said
In this sport, Kinniers favorite part was the
doncnq, fallowed closely by the stuntsand tumbling
For her, the most enjoyable moment in cheerleading
was when the crowd got into what she and her
fellow cheerleaders performed.
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Toughing
itOUT
A season record of 5-5 for a college football team
might seem to some like something short of perfect.
Alternately faced with key losses and devastating injuries,
Pirate Football this year was off to a rocky start. Any other
team might have been unable to make it past injuries to a
running back, two quarterbacks, multiple receivers, and a
linebacker-all from the starting line-up-but not this one.
Despite Q slew of obstacles, the pirates dominated in the
one area that separates the good teams from the best:
perseverance.
In September, excitement was growing, and the team
and fans were prepped for an amazing run. "We had high
hopes for this season," said senior Jeff Kintner, offensive
lineman. Coming off of a powerful training camp, however,
the Pirates suffered a tough loss against national power
Hardin Simmons in Whitworth's first Texas football game.
Combined with a number of injuries that kept players like
senior running back Adam Anderson out for the entire
season, the first loss was a difficult hurdle.
Falling into a slump that left the team losing more than
winning, players battled to keep their spirits high and their
minds on the goal. "It got on the team morale a little,"
said Kintner, but the team still rallied to beat La Verne,
Chapman, and Puget Sound. These wins, despite crippling
circumstances, gave the team the force to break past five
losses and rally.
In the last two games of the season, the Pirates persisted
and broke through to end the season 5-5. Winning a
difficult game against Pacific Lutheran by three points,
the team went on
to defeat Lewis and
Clark 341 Without
the will to win and
make the best of
their circumstances,
Kintner's last season
on the team might
have dashed his
high hopes, but his
work and that of his
teammates made
this year a shining
example of what it
means to refuse to
give up.
Story by AUBREY CAIN and MARY RUMP
Photo by Tala Sackman and Zach Autry
Clockwise from left:
The team gathers mqether 10 celebrate a hard-fought Pine"
Bowl victory
The Whitworth Pirates and the Menlo Oaks face off.
A post-play pile-up with the Menlo Oaks keeps the crowd on
the edge of their seats.
Whitworth's Andrew Durant picks lip a few yards against
the Badland BUlldogs.
SettingTHE BAR
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Few volleyball teams could boost a gome-winning
score of 2S.S, but the 2009 Pirate team was one 01
those few. No! a bod way to have storted the lost
match of the season. After winning the first game with
that 25-5 score, the team achieved a 3-0 victory over
Pacific University, giving them a 10-17 final record for
the season.
Despite the high spirits after this final match, the
seoson that led up to the match against Pacific was a
difficult one. "It was rough," said sophomore Ariana
Obert. Nit may not look like on accomplished season,'
she said, "but we worked hord, learned a lot, and hod
a great time being around each other." The team began
the season with a 0-5 record-a rocky start 10 the season
which tested the team's spirit.
Yet, the teom began making headway during
Northwest Conference matches, raising their record
to 6-10. According to sophomore Bree Riddle, Ihe
comeback was fueled by the team's competitive spirit
and bonds that grew stronger as ~heseason progressed
Part 01 their success was was "in the little things,Nsaid
Riddle. 'We all hong cut. We're like a family and the
relationships form beginning from training camp. When
we grow outside 01the court. it makes us a stronger
team when we ploy."
It was the commitment to the team that helped them
reach their final record and win the matches against
Pocitic University. "No one is afraid to ask anyone else
for help," said Obert. "We learned a lot and grew as
a team," Through all the tribulations along the way, the
team was able to celebrate their accomplishments and
go out with a bang
SIO~ by PAM BAUTHUES
Phntus by BRANDON HEMMING and CALEB SKmE
Clockwise from top: The Bucs prepare themselves by
gening pumped before a match. The encouragement
these girls gave each other throughoulthe season
played a great role in their accomplishmems
as ateam-
Kaimi Rocha jumps for a kill as she spikes the ball
past two delendas.
Ka'ipo Rocha, Bree Riddle, and Kaimi Rocha are ready
to defend the net while their teamma'a serves.
Jordon Holfnagle shuffles across The court to dig the
ball from The back row.
Outside hitter Alex Bolduc prepares to serve,
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Screaming fons echoed out from the Robinson Teaching
Theatre on November 21 as they walch the Northwest
Conference fule holders. Though the event was not heavily
advertised, the Robinson Teaching Theatre was pocked
with Whitworth Ions They were all too reody to watch the
men's soccer teom bottle it out in The Sweet 16
Sean Bushey, Whitworth's longest serving soccer coach,
told the soccer team "You're going to be challenged."
And that they were. The coaching stoll wanted to make
sure the plovers were "genuinely excited about being a
player here," They asked that they "ploy on bath sides of
the boll," that they were "going to cnocl os a group [and]
going to defend as a group," This method seemed to work,
considering the Pirate's 16-3-3 status, and their rank 01 15th
in the NCAA Division III
This past year, the lecrn had an outstanding season.
In on early non-conference match, Elly Bulega scored on
unassisted goal and just 74 seconds later, Justin Meyer, a
transfer from George Fox University, scored with an assist
from Cameron Bushey. With players like Bryan Olson, who
Bushey was convinced might be his "best defensive player
ever at Whitworth," Elly Bulega, the Northwest Conference
Offensive Player of the Year, and Brion Sherpe, 0
sophomore with a 11-1-3 record and seven shutouts this
season, on outstanding season was to be expected
After claiming the Northwest Conference
Championship, ond making it to the Sweet 16,
the team headed out to Dubuque, Iowa, for ~he
NCAA Division III competition. They first played
Hardin-Simmons, where Cameron Bushey free
kicked and a defender on the opposite team
headed the ball Into his own goal box, giving
Whitworth the lead thev
needed to win. The next
day they took an flhh~
ranked Dominican, where
they played hard but were
ultimately defeated
The Pirates finished out
their regular season as Conference
champions and made H to the Sweet 16 for the third
time in Whitvvorth's history, the University's sixth overall
appearance in ~he NCAA Division III tournament
,
Story by KRYSTAL VALLE
Photos by BRANDON HEMMING and
MARCO GARCIA
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Clockwise from opposite page:
Sophomore Taylor Willi kicks the ball away from an opposing player In the game against Pugst Sound
Dodging an opponent, senior Brent Zahn uses some fancy footwork to make a power play.
Fighting off an attacking rival, Justin Meyer attempts to win back posession of the ball.
With a burst of vertical momentum, Kekoa Mountcastle heads the ball past me defending
team's goal keeper.
In a moment of excitement, Cameron Bushey helps teammate Elly Bulega celebrate a
sucessful play.
f
They won 17 out of 20 regulor
gomes, tying for the most wins in
the school's history. They beat
UPS, the team that was ranked
second in the notion and
undefeated until then They
were the Whitworth women' 5
soccer teom.
"l think the single most
important aspect that can
be attributed to our success
this season was unity," junior
Kelly Lunde said 'We played
truly as a team. There were no divas
or selfish players."
Sophomore Sarah Berentson agreed.
"The atmosphere this year was very
positive," Berenrson said. "We worked
for ourselves and for each other, on and
off the field Our coaching stoff was
unbelievable. They all pushed us and
were there whenever we needed them. I
think thot is why we were so successful."
Coach Damon, who had previously
coached women's soccer at Whitworth,
returned for another season, recognizing
the talent in the new group of athletes.
"They had great chemistry and were
willing to give up themselves for each
other. They were servants to each other
and that was a great blessing to be a part
of:
"I think it was tough for us at times, but
many of us agreed thai Doman is kind of
like God. His plan seems bigger that what
we have eyes for!" junior Kelly Lunde
soid.
Every person hod to work their
hardest so they didn't let their team
down. But even with the hard work,
teamwork, and positive attitudes, the
women's soccer team was denied a spot
in the NCAA tournament
"The hard par! to swallow was we
did everything we could- it just didn't
work," senior Molly Moore said. "The
West Coast teams are disadvantaged
because they have to trovel further
to play teams whereas teams in the
Midwest and east coast don't have to
trove! for and can play twice as many
teams as a result. Therefore it is easier
to compare and rank the teams on the
other side of the country." This sad
truth was frustrating for the team and
coaching staff, but even so, with such a
successful season, the team was proud
of what they accomplished.
"By far my favorite memory was
beoling UPS," SOldjunior Elizabeth
Mattila. "It was surreal when Stacy
[Homer, sophomore] headed the boll In
the goal. Everyone started screaming.
parents were down on the sidelines
cheering with the students. It was nuts. It
felt so good to beat the team that hod
been unbeatable for Whitworth for the
post five years. We were glowing that
whole day."
Story by KRISTEN MILES
Photos by MOLLY FERREEand
DAVID LINDAHL
Captions from clockwise:
Keeping her eyes on the ball, jmiur Sidonia
Davin positioned herself for a major steal.
Forcing the ball back into play, the
Whitworth women's team keeps the
opposing team on thief toes.
Catching the bailout of the air, sophomore •• 115~3!1!l.Il!'Je~J
Callie Bergstrom flies into the arms of an
opposing team member
Sophomore Allie Smith makes a move for
the ball.
Clockwise trom mp;
Squeezing in a little team bonding time, Head Coach Toby
Schwarz gives the Women's Cross Coutry team
a pep talk,
Showing1Jtltheir Pirate Pride, the Women's Cross
Country team celebrates their NCAA victnrv
Pushing through 10 the finish, senior Collin Stewart and
freshman Christian Eifert race tor the win
Blowing pas! her opponents, junior Dana Misterek
crushes the competition,
With their medals in tow. members oj the Men's Cross
Country team prove iheir worth in competition.
"Our amazing girls team dominated race aher race," freshman
Timothy Hill said, The men's and women's cross country teams
trained together and celebrated together, The women's team hod
a fantastic season, They won the NWC championships, the NCAA
West Regional championships, and placed sixth in the notion.
Although ~hemen's season wasn't as highly recognized, they
were proud of their accomplishments "We were able to work
well as a team, but we fell short of nationals by iust a few
points," Hill said, He described his team as both c1ose-
knt and hard working. "We committed to each other to
sacrifice for one another and always give everything we
had as we worked toward our goals," Hill said, The men
ended their season proud of their hard work
The women's team however, exceeded the goals
they hod set for themselves. "Our goals were to win
Conference, win the Region, and place top 10 at
Nationals. Along With that, the goal was to grow closer
to God and gloriry Him, while 0150 supporting eoch other,"
coach Toby Schwarz said.
The women ended the season with a sixth place finish 01
Nationals aher they come in ranked l Zih. "We all were ecstatic.
Some of us cried, we were so happy, It was nice to see the work
of on entire season and for some of us, an entire running career,
payoff," senior JoAnne Moyer SOld
Moyer attributed the success of the team to one defining
workout at Holmberg Park "This workout was not going
well for many of the girls. Finally, we posed a question
to one another, Were we going to choose to train like
conference champions, to hit our times and finish the
workout, or were we going to train like athletes that should
stay home from nationals? At that point every single girl on the
team hit her time, finished the workout and decided to be mentally
tough," Moyer said, "Every single one of us decided we wonted
to be champions and decided to train like It, regardless of how we
felt."
Schwarz appreciated the spirit of the team. "The ladies gal
together and proyed after every hard work out, also the night
before every race". They were selfless as they worked toward
their goals," Schwarz said, "Most athletes are excited to make it
to nationals. These women did not settle on iust reaching nationals
but competed to win nationals."
Story by CHARLEY BRINKMAN
Photos counesy of CROSSCOUNTRYTEAM
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"Bryon is going to start, isn't he?" Ihe
soccer teom's senior captoin and leading
goal scorer asked Coach Bushey during
training camp of Bryon Olson's freshman
year. "It is the only time in my 17 years
head coaching thot someone has come up
to me to inquire and ask that another player
siort This was Ihe impression Bryon mode
on his team stroightfrom the beginning,"
said Coach Bushey. Bryan Olson, senior,
led his team in minutes played ever since.
Olson started playing soccer at five-
years-old in a YMCA youth league. "I spent
time practicing in the backyard with my
dod," Olson said. His passion for soccer
brought him to Whitworth. H After visiting
the school and meeting with the coach
I knew [Whitworth] would be a good lit
for me," Olson said. "It has been a great
experience to playa high level of soccer
while also getting a degree that will help
me in the future."
Olson's soccer career here has been
a successful one. He led his team from the
backfield, helping the Pirates to achieve
00.85 goals-against average. "I've
always been a defender at heart," Olson
said. The team won three Conference
Championships in a row. "No other teom in
our conference has ever accomplished that
feat so it is delinilelv something to be proud
of," Olson said. This year the team mode
the Elite 8 which gave them the opportunity
to travel around the country. He was also
named All-Region second team in 2008.
Olson's passion for the soccer program
sets him apart. "I absolutely love training
camp. School hasn't started yet, it's 90
degrees outside and I iust get to ploy
soccer with my friends all day," Olson said.
"Bryan gave himself for the betterment
ol the teem; his teammates loved him for it,"
said Bushey
The clock reod 4:3993 Dono Mrsterek,
junior, hod shattered the Whitworth Women's
1500 school record. This moment during
Mtsrerek's sophomore track season she
described as her greatest accomplishment
during her career
With a record like that, one would think
Mislerek hod been running for veers. but thot
wasn't the case. Misterek come to Whitworth
having played tennis and soccer in high
school. "I thought about doing trock my senior
year of high school, but committed to te~nis
instead. So, when I decided to come to
Whitworth, I decided I wanted to try track,'
said Misterek. With the encouragement of her
coach Toby Schwarz. Misterek also competed
for the cross country teom
Cross-country proved to be a good fit for
Misterek. This past season she placed third in
the NCAA West Regional meet. "She took the
lead and dared the other more experienced
runners to beat her," said Schwarz
Misterek then took 26th in the NCAA
Cross Country Championships with a time
of 22:394, making her an AII-Amerrean
"Dono raced to win and [her] All-American
performance was well-deserved", said
Schwarz. The team finished sixth overall
Dana sow cross-country as a big part of her
Whitworth experience. "Whitworth has been
a positive experience and I om very glad that
I am at the school, and I om especially glad to
be at a small school. Cross-country has been a
huge part of the positive expenence.. because
of the awesome people involved in the
program including teammates and coaches,"
said Mrsterek
In the eyes of the coaches, there was no
doubt thot Misterek hod mode her mark on
the program. "Dona is an incredibly talented
runner. As a soccer and tennis player in high
school, Dono did not have any previous cross-
country or track experience .._After a short
time, I could rmmedrotely rdentify [her] as a
tremendous talent. Dono will leave Whitworth
as the most talented distance runner to have
ever competed for us," said Schwarz.
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Loud music, highly energetic, booty club t-shirt wearing
fans, popcorn and hotdogs, cheerleaders, and of course,
the basketball game. One-cndo-hcf hours of playing
time was all thot the men's basketball team needed to
win a game.
And win they did. With a torol of 25 consecutive
victories, the Whitworth men come out of their regular
season with a perfect record in the Northwest
conference
Senior Nate Montgomery expected the teom to win
20 games, but the teom didn't wont to think of the
season in terms of a whole, uWhile our goal was
to win every game on our schedule, our focus
point was on winning one game at a time:
Montgomery said.
Montgomery, nomed Northwest
Co-rlerence Plover of the Year, was humble
but proud of the team's success. "This season
has been my greatest athletic experience in life
Our learn has become very tight and worked
through challenges early on in the season-always with
the mindset of getting better each day," Montgomery
said.
They traveled throughout the Pacific Northwest and
across the country and spent a huge amount of time
together. "There is not a better bonding experience than
being on the road and getting a big sweep in Oregon or
in Tocomo." sophomore Michael Taylor said.
The guys worked hord and thai work paid off.
However, the team wouldn't have been 0 team without
ihe coach. Ninth·year Head Coach Jim Hayford
respected each ployer and they respected him as well.
"The coaching stoff is incredible. I don't know of
another slaff that works as hard and with os much passion
as ours," Taylor said
"Our coaches expect a lot out of each player, both
on and off of the court, always holding each guy to his
highest potential," Montgomery said.
Sto~ by PAM MURPHY
Phntns by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
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Clockwise from below:
Keeping his eye on the hoop, junior Clay Bebhers Slays focused despite
lacing pressure from his opponent.
As a packed Fieldhouse cheers him on, freshman Wade Gebbers lakes ee
ball straiqhttn the hoop
Heshoals. He scores. Senior Mike Udland pays no anentinntn Lewis and
Clark as he puts point on the scoreboard tor Whitworth
With nothing but beating Puqet Sound and winning their 22nd consecutive
game on his mind, senior Eric Beal fiqbts off a tenacious defender.
Clockwise from mp:
In an auemptto keep the ball OU! of an uppunent's hands. senor Cassie
Pilkimon reaches to block the ball.
Taking i!1O the hoop. junior Keilah Fanene dodges an oppnnenuu score
for Whitworth
Senior LIz Horiatis thinks up a Quick strategy as she dribbles down the
court in a game against Pacific Lutheran.
With an impressive vertical leap, senior Natalie Orrell shoots and hopes
10 hear the victorious swoosh of the net
LivingJor the
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Women's basketball coach Helen Higgs has seen her fair shore of
basketball games in her 16 seasons of coaching at Whitworth. Though
the road wos not always easy, this season brought new excitements and
new challenges to the teom.
"The things that r-ioke me most proud as coach are spending time
with the players and going through big moments with them, /I Higgs
said. One of those big moments occurred in February 2010/ when
the women's basketball teom made it to the Northwest Conference
women's basketball tournament. This was the first year thot Whitworth
Women's Basketball mode the post seoson since 2003
"Our greatest accomplishment as a teom was that we mode
playoffs and were in the top four. That hasn't happened since I
have been here at WhilvYorth," junior Keilah Fanene said
Though the team lost to University of Puget Sound in the
semi-finals, the season provided a perfect cop to the four-year
funs of six graduating seniors. Senior Cassie Pilkinton was
selected as a First Teom All-Northwest Conference honoree
and fellow senior leah Pamonte received on honorable
mention
Though they didn't quite moke it 011the woy to the top, there
were season highlights that kept the team's spirits high.
"The greatest memory I've hod from basketball this season would
have to be bearing Lewis and Clark. The first time we played them, we
were right there with them. When we beat them the second nme, it was
the best feeling ever and we all played as a team that night" Fonene
said
Senior Kim Bluff remembered another highlight of the season
"My favorite game this season was the home Willomelle game for
sure. We beot them 90-39," Bluff soid. "Everybody wos shooting
well and it was just a really fun game to be a part of."
Coach Higgs agreed, "I think it was a turning point for
this year and so many of our players contributed to winning
that game."
Hoving the opportunity to lead the team during such on
exciting season was a big perk for senior Heather Burke
lilt has been fun seeing the culmination of four years for
our seniors. It has not always been easy, but it has been
rewarding to see where we have ended as a team
and as individuals," Burke said.
Beyond everything else, the team
jumped ot the opportunity to make
the most of their season, end were
rewarded with a spot in the playoffs.
Story by LAURA ROOPER
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
Clockwise from right
Gearing up lor the NWC Swim Championships, senior Kalen Darling works hard on perfecting his form
Taklllg advantage of some downtime, Whltwonh teammates strateqize with
Head Coach Sl8ve Schadt during practice.
Coming up for air, sophomore Rory Buck shows off his impressive bunerfly technique.
Employing the use of snorkels in their practices, Whitwonh swimmers work on brealhing routines.
AA6StrokeOVetheREST ~~
Months of preparation, countless days of
waking up at 5 o.rr. and hundreds of hours spent
in the pool led fifteen men towards one moment.
These were not casual swimmers; these men
made swirnrninq their life
"This particular group has some qualities t-rot
made it stand out from other squads. They ore
mentally tough and hove a way of bouncing
bock from adversity, /I said Coach Steve Schad!
"They always rise bock up to the occasion."
Hoving coached at Whitworth for seven
years, Schad! knew a thing or hNO about training
his swimmers to become champions.
"Coach Schadt has a very interesting training
philosophy," senior Kalen Darling said, "He
comes to practice every day with a smile on his
face. He follows a computer system designed by
the Russians; it's a very scientific approach and
it works."
Under Schoch's leadership the Whitworth
Men's SWimming Team won their eighth
consecutive title at the NWC Swim
Championships
"It wos 0 lot of fun," scid Schcdt "There
were a lot of good performances and times I'm
proud the team could keep up the title and keep
it olive."
As it turned out, the mens' lucky number was
7245 (points) os they won the championship
with 0 113,5 point lead over Puget Sound.
Darling received high points honors and was
named Co-Outstanding Men's Swimmer of the
meet.
Though this was Darling's first season
swimming as a Pirate, it was certainly not his
first time in the pool. He hod been swimming for
fourteen years before swimming for Whitworth
ond 011his herd work paid off
"l'm lust happy I could help the teom win their
eighth conference title in the world," Darling said
"The award belongs to the entire team, not [us!
to myself"
Darling wasn't the only swimmer with a strong
sense of team mentality
"We [the team] spend a lot more time
together outside of the pool than other teams.
Here everyone cares about each other, whereas
on other teams its cutthroat because everyone
is swimming for scholarships" Darling said
"This team has gone through a lot of
obstacles this year. We've came through 50
much adversity to get to where we are today
and everyone has a story and on obstacle thol
they've had to overcome, I know that there is
someone looking out for us out there."
SlO~ by MASON VIGIL
Phmns hy JORDAN BEAUCHAMP.
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After one of the closest events in the Northwest Conference History, the Pirate women swimmers climbed to the lop this year.
According to Head Coach Steve Schodt, they hod more than enough space to do it. Swimming has had NO lot of success
recently," Schad! said when listing off successes such as National Champions, All-Amencons and Conference Champions.
There is "plenty of history up on the wall," and the women wonted to odd more to il.
With a mixture of young and veteran swimmers, the women had more than a few records under their belts. Natalie
Turner, for instance, retired undefeated in the 200, 500, and 1.650-yord free styles. holding the Northwest Conference
Meet and All-Time record in oll dvee events. Meanwhile, Dcrue-le Douvikos, Abby Pavelko and Devon Tursick
made the Pirate women 0 threat to all of the other teams in the Northwest Conference
When the Northwest Conference Swimming Championships came around. the Whitworth Pirates won
the competition. For the second time in Whitworth history, both men and women come out on top.
The women won their second title in the last three years.
The "tighi-knit group," as described by Se-ed'. valued being there for each other.
Devon Tursick described the team as "more of a family ...we're together most of
the day, about seven hours." They trained together, having two practices a
day, and over winter break, the team took 0 trip to someplace nice and
worm to train for a week-ond-o-half. The trip was not a vacation,
Tursick described it as "intense, with two-ondc-hof hour
practices twice a day. Not only did the team" suHer
together: as Tursick put it, but they also "work
harder than the other teams" to win
together. The women had their
own piece of history to add
to wall
Sto~ by KRYSTAL VALLE
Photos by CALEB
SKYTTE and JORDAN
BEAUCHAMP
Clockwise from left:
Assistant Coach Gary Kessie reviews a daily practice with
members of the Swim Team.
Making sure everything fits properly, a Whitworth swimmer
adjusts the snorkel used in practice.
Amongst a storm of splashing water, Whitworth women race to
beat their lime during lap swim.
Perfecting her form, sophomore Jennifer Benson practices the
bUller/ly stroke.
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"We were blessed with a very skilled and
competitive player from the stott."
Having served 15 years with the Whitworth's
Women's Basketball Team, Head Coach Helen
Higgs knew how to recognize talent on the court.
When Cassie Pilkinton, a transfer student from North
Idaho College, [oined the team in 2008, Higgs
knew she was something special.
Pilkinton, a senior, started her basketball career at
the age of five and has been perfecting her skill ond
earning prestigious awards ever since. As a senior
at Chelan High School, Pilkinton was named Centro]
Washington Athletic Conference MVP and First
Teom AII-Stote 2A. later she earned a staffing spot
on the North Idaho College Women's Basketball
team as a sophomore and in her first year as a
Pirate, Pilkinton was a Second Teom All-lvonhwest
Conference selection.
But the 2009~ 10 basketball season would prove
to be Ihe highlight of Pilknton's coreer Leading the
team in scoring average (13.61 and rebounding
average [5.6). and second on the teem in total
assists (62) and steals (41). Pilkinton wos owarded
as a First Team AII-NWC honoree.
"Cassie was a vital part of our team's success
On the court she was not only our leading scorer
but one of our best defenders," Higgs said, "But her
leadership off the court was important as well. Her
teammates and coaches respected and trusted her,
as well as the other captains,"
With Pilkinton's leadership, the Women's
Basketball team mode It all the woy to the NWC
Semifinals where they fell to Puget Sound. Although
it was disappointing loss, Pilkinton would not be
disheartened
"It would have been great to make il further into
playoffs, but I am very proud that we advanced as
for as we did. We hod a greot group of gills and i
really enjoyed our time together,"
Story by ROBYN BEST
Photos by JOROAN BEAUCHAMP and KAT WiLLIAMSON
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Senior Nate Montgomery was not afraid to take
the lead. With on overage of 16.5 points and 7.8
rebounds per game-leading the Pirates in both those
categories-Montgomery stood out both on and off
of the court
As a member of the record-setting
basketball teom this year, Montgomery contributed
to the 25-game winning streak that led the Pirates to
a spot in the Sweet 16 Division III tournament for the
second time in school history
Though many athletes found it difficult to
balance both sports and academics, Montgomery,
an engineering and physics motor, look on the
challenge. Logging travel time during away games
and tournament trips, Montgomery managed to
score high marks in the classroom and on Ihe court.
As both a Northwest Conference Student-
Athlete of the Week and a member of the CaSIDA
Academic All-District Team, recognition for his talents
was not slow in coming.
Aher his performance in the NCAA tournament,
the honors continued to roll in, Montgomery played
for Ihe West teom In the NABC Division III AII~Stor
game, one of only 20 seniors from around the
country to have the opportunity.
More than anything, Montgomery dominated
on the court and led his teammates as they moved
through the Northwest Conference and the NCAA
tournament
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Pirate baseball was determined to develop the students as players as well as
people. "We ore still young and likely to experience some young mistakes, but the
year of experience should make a huge difference," said Head Coach Don Ramsay.
The team began their season practicing on the indoor playing field. Though the
teom was relatively young, Kyle Krustongel sow that as an asset. "We ore not a
leom thai looks at itself by age or what year we are. We ore all close. We ore all
on the teorn for the some collective goal: to win the Northwest Conference," said
Krustangel. Although the teom was young, it was no surprise to find that Ramsay hod
the priority of seeing those kids become men.
Not only was athletics the focus when it come to training the men of the Whitworth
baseball team, the coaches were especially interested in seeing the players as
students and believers, as well. "Each coach is pushing us to become beHer players,
students and closer to God," said Krustangel. The coaches always put school
before baseball, and there was an option for a weekly Bible study for players
who wish to attend.
The Pirates opened their season at Occidental College in Los Angeles
in February. From there they continued on with tournaments in Idaho and
California. High expectations were set for last year's freshmen, now
sophomores, Landon Scott, JR Jarrell, Andrew Durant and Michael
Takemura, as they all started at their respective positions on the field
Whitworth bose ball was something that was unique when
compared to the rest of the Northwest Conference. "The team
was very close and uncommon effort is something we strive
for all the time, on and off the field," said KrustangeL
With a very close team, it was no surprise to find
Krustangel describing the baseball team as a
" close-knit family. "It almost feels like we are all
" brothers Our coaches refer to us as one big
family," said Krustangel
Story by KRYSTAL VALLE
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP and KAT
WILUAMSON
Clockwise from tnp;
NAME prepares a pitch to a .
d . g a practicefellow teammate Win
session.
Assessing the situation, NAME
k a look over his shoulderta es .. b II
before pitching the a
. g for his chance to steal,
Wallin . the base
NAME keeps his eye on
as his fellow teammates look on.
. steady In catcher'sStaying
NAME rnnrantrates onstance.
the pitch.
Clockwise from tnp.
Freshman Natalie Evers, senior Lacey Kerr and junior
Kelsey Ayers face the American Flag during the
National Anthem
NAME swings tor a slam against Linfield.
Stealing a quick look at the scoriboard in between
innings, Junior Caty l.ieseka hopes to add lO the
count.
Taking her place at bat, junior Kelsey Ayers lakes a
swing 10 add annther point to the scoreboard
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The softball players were determined to win and were not about to let
anything stand in their way. They began practicing in the [irst.closs facility with
second-year head coach Joe Abraham. 'The players will be stronger in just
about every area," said Abraham. With better hitting, defense and pitching
staff, this year sow a solid increase in performance
"The team strives to be at the top of the Northwest Conference
through hard work and dedication," said senior
outfielder lacey Kerr That work paid off
when they played each game to their fullest,
despite their rough start at the beginning of
the season.
Beyond the field, being a port of the
softball team had a lot to offer the girls.
"It is very exciting, fun and competitive,"
said Kerr
For junior Jessica Mangis, softball provided
a chance to meet some great people and travel
places she hadn't imagined going. The team considered
themselves to be more than just close. "We are like a family and
know each other almost inside and out," said Mangis.
Success is not only mode on the field, but off the field as well. ,jWe
try to get together outside of practice and games to be able to understand
each other more," said Mangis. Because they were able to build strong
bonds when they weren't under pressure, they succeeded as a team no
matter how tough it got.
Those unexpected things were what mode the softball team so stronq."]
accidentally got into coaching," said Abraham. Despite his unplanned start,
he had been coaching now for several years. With the strong softball team
at his disposal this year, he remembered why he enjoyed coaching so
much to stick with it
"I intend to keep the winning tradition going," said Abraham. Like
most other coaches, Abraham also intended to keep academics
first and then let the players have fun playing sohcoll
According to Kerr, the team members strived to be
excellent student athletes. "The school definitely comes
first for all of us because most of us do not see a
softball career after college," said Mangis. Their
coach allowed them to toke the time when
they needed to focus on their academics,
offering extra sessions to make up for
the practice they missed. As Kerr
understood it, Abraham was
dedicated to making them
the best teom they could
be.
SlO~ by KRYSTAl VALLE
Photos by DAVID RURIK
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Clockwise from top left
Senior Curtis Powell vaults over the pole during the meet 81 Willamette University
Sophomore Josh Klute and junior Evan Staley pull ahead of a competitor during one of the hurdle races.
Leading the pack, freshman Steven Acosta and sophomore Mark Davis give the competition no chance 10 pass
Freshman Andrew Tkach hands the hatnn off 10 freshman teammate Jordan Scholten in a race 10 the finish
Track and Field was much more than an
individual effort for the Whitworth Pirates; it was
a TEAM effort.
Heod Coach Toby Schworz emphasized the
word by capitalizing it whenever possible
"We have been having the word team
engraved in our minds," freshman Jeremy Honold
said "Even in all the e-rnols we get, team is
capitalized into TEAM,'
"We are very intentional about promoting our
team as a TEAM and a family," Schwarz said.
"We continually remind the athletes thot.j-ren
individual success will be maximized when those
around them are involved by pushing them and
making them better."
Whether the athlete's event was shot put.
discus, distance, sprints, high jump, long jump,
or pole vaulting, the individual competitors were
cohesive and worked together
'Although track and field con be considered
a solo sport, we all have to put in our best in
whatever we do for the team," freshman Frank
Lima said. "We respect each other for our
individual talents and we put our hearts into
giving it our all, which make us like a second
Iornilv."
And teamwork was the glue t-rot held that
family together
"Teamwork is huge in track and field," senior
Cody Allen said. "It may seem counter-intuitive
since a lot of emphasis is placed on how good
one person can do, but it takes a whole team to
win a title. The throwers won't be able to win by
themselves, just as the distance runners, jumpers,
or sprinters couldn't either. It tokes a team to
win in track and field, and Toby makes sure that
everyone knows it,"
Honold agreed, "I think teamwork is
everything for track and field, We run together,
and motivate each other to do our best. We
even eat and hong out together. But when we all
are motivated to accomplish a goal, we come
together under one objective, and we force
ourselves to accomplish our task together."
Including morning workouts and doily
practices, ~he track team devoted three hours a
day to sharpening their talents. On weekends
they often hod to travel for meets, giving them
even more bonding time. "Our team is close
and it's nice to have other people to push me to
be the best I can be and know they'll be there
to support me no matter what," freshman Joy
Shuleldt said, liMy teammates and coaches are
such a blessing and a huge encouragement
Coach Toby cores about each of hISathlete's
as a whole person, not just the athlete aspect,
so he gives us support academically,
socially and spiritually as well."
Although each team member hod
their individual successes, Schwarz
strived to lead the athletes as a
TEAM, working together for Christ
"We are very intentional about
integrating Christ in all that we
do," Schwarz said, "We pray
before practice, before meals,
before meets, after meets, after
TEAM meetings, etc. But most
importantly, we try to live by
example."
'One thing I really
appreciate is how we all
come together at the beginning
of practice and we circle UPI put
our arms around each other, and
pray," [unior Rachel Buick SOld.
'This is symbolic of how we
all come together, despite our
different events, o-d support
and encourage each other
as being port of the TEAM,
At practices the guys and
girls will practice together
in the event-specific groups
This is a lime where we
can compete against each
other, push each other to do
better, but also come along
side and help teach others as
well,'
"Our TEAM has a very unique
aspect in the spiritual emphasis that Coach
has for each day. He really desires us to
be close to God, and I consistently see
this in his coaching style and in the way
thot he oddresses the topic of God, All
of our success as a TEAM is a result of
God's blessing, protection, and provision,"
freshman Jordon Scholten said
One thing was for sure, all the
members of Whitworth's Track and
Field, guys and girls, runners, throwers,
and jumpers, were not just a talented
individuals; they were truly a TEAM.
Story by KRISTEN MILES
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
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Clockwise from left:
Hoping for an ace, junior Colin Zalewski hits a hard serve to the opposing doubles team
Never losing focus, senior Rachel Burns waits for her chance to slam the ball across the court
Preparing for the return, senior Michael Shelton keeps his stance low to stay QUick on his feel.
Keeping her eye on the ball as her partner guards the net sophomore Alii Marshall defends the
court with a return swing.
TheretoDOMINATE
While it was expected that there were athletes hard
at work during their practice, turns out it was a zoo in
the tennis bubble
"We call ourselves the 'zoo,'" said senior Stephanie
Reardon. "We were all given animal names based off our
looks and personalities, /I
Both the men's and women's teoms formed strong bonds
to propel them into very triumphant seasons. "It's not always
about tennis - it's about the relationships," sophomore
Mya Towne send.
Each ployer hod their own memorable moments
of the season, but a few stood out among the rest.
"Rachel Burns had a phenomenal season, She's such
a classy plover and I'm honored to have her on my
teorn," said Reardon
Burns, a senior, fought hard in her match against
Whitman's No.1 singles player and beat her for the
first time, helping the Bucs earn a 5·4 win.
On the men's side, brothers Cameron and Henry
Williams both agreed that senior Michael Shelton went
above and beyond both on and off the court. "He's
a good role model ...and has a great work ethic in
practice. He always wonts to get better and is never
satisfied," Cameron said. Henry said, "He's fun to
watch. He's a competitor."
More than ever before, ~he Northwest Conference
was a competitive breeding ground for these hard-
working players
"It's been an interesting season. In the past it's been
spread out, but this year the competition is really close,"
Henry said
Even closer than the competition were the connections
mode between players as well as with the coaching staff
By introducing new assistants this year, the Pirates hod to
adlust to different leodership, but they appreciated the
change.
"It's good to have a new and
different perspective ...and the
fact that the coaches are
emotionally invested is one
of the biggest reasons I
ploy," Reardon soid
'We all bonded reolly
well from the beginning," said
Towne.
So how exactly did these
relationships effect the team's game?
IIWe forget we're there to dominate," said Reardon
ke
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Photns by DAVID RURIK, DAVID LINDAHL
and BRANDON HEMMING
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Clockwise from Left
Sophomore Jeff Ally mncentrates on the ball as he
displays perfect form in his hackswinq
Junior Ryan Young foliows through on his swing
Sophomore Jeff Ally focuses on gelling his ball down the
fairway and onto the green
The crowd was silent as
a player was about to make
a putt. A sunk putt would
mean a birdie, and the
ployer would end up
being five under por-a
coveted score. The
crowd held their breath as the boll
rolled smoothly across the green and fell into the
hole. With that kind of talent, no wonder Warren
Friedrichs coached the golf team to a great season.
Besides talent, the team also hod the advantage of
a mild winter and on occomodating city. With beautiful
weather and courses, the golf team had no shortage of
great places to play golf, "Spokane has a great variety of
golf courses that are all pretty inexpensive" said Friedrichs
"We play at the Spokane Country Club, the best course in
Spokane and is only three minutes from campus, We also play
at Wandermere and Deer Park. Each is different and gives great
variety," he said.
The men's team started in 2005, The main focus of the men's
team was to try to recruit freshmen and build a program for
freshman up. "The team is full of good students who love the game
of golf,' said Friedrichs
AI~hough the women's program was a bit slower to start up,
the team has been moving forward in leaps and bounds during
this season. "I feel great that in the next couple of years we'll win
a number of tournaments and conference championships," said
Friedrichs
Though each of the teams spent countless hours trYing to
improve their sWings on the golf course, each team member was
committed to being as strong off the field as he or she was on it,
"The combination of good academics and the ability to play
some collegiate competitive golf is what makes Whitvvorth very
attractive to golfers who want to compete in college but still
want a good education", said Friedrichs
"Everyone on the team is passionate about the sport,"
freshman Josh Kay said. "Everyone cares and wonts to
better themselves as a golfer," he said. Kay certainly hod
passion for the game. "I've been playing golf since I first
picked up a golf club," said Kay
Although golf was the youngest athlelic program on
campus, the players didn't lei that fact get the better
of them. No matter the time or place, these golfers
played their hearts out.
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,200 hours Broken down, that's 50 full days, or
in Whitworth terms, 200 hours divided amongst six
semesters. 1,200 hours is the amount of time Whitvvorrh
athletic training majors were required to spend outside of
closs getting field training.
"The [athletic training program) is without a doubt
one of, if not the most demanding majors on campus,"
junior Andrew Hamstra said. "Not only is it rigorous in
the academic realm, but you hove to commit around 20
hours a week for clinical experience. If you ore not in to
it 100% then you won't enjoy it."
The athletic training deportment believed in preparing
students for a career in service, and all of the hours spent
outside of class were meant to prepare them for their
future
"Athletic training requires understanding and
acceptance of the role of a servant," assistant professor
Melinela Larson said. "It drives our relationships with
each other and with our patients."
The department's dedication to service is modeled
after a Chnsnon example, in which students learn to
serve others without seeking anything in return,
"I wanted the opportunity to interact with people and
help people," junior Shone McKeever said of her choice
to join the athletic training program
Athletic training majors got a lesson in servant-hood
at the different field experience sites, Students worked in
the athletic training room for athletes on campus, but also
gained experience working in local high schools and
urgent care or physical theropv clinics.
"They expect professionalism out of us," junior Nathan
Gonzalez said. "It's the notion of one hour in closs, two
outside of it. You have to practice that,"
Training off-campus allowed students to practice what
they had learned in a setting outside the classroom.
"The best thing about the program is that it teaches
you to realize your own potential within the profession,
which is oftentimes too hard to see," McKeever said
In their field work, students were encouraged to
connect with potienls and follow through with the athletic
training department's Christian model of servant-hood.
One method the department used to connect with
patients was a hands-on approach. Because Whitworth
didn't have the technology to do x·rays and MRls,
students used on "old-school method," as McKeever
called II.
"We have our hands and our minds, our eyes and
ears," McKeever said. "A lot of people enjoy feeling
they're ocknowledqed. It manages the personal side of
things."
Building relofionshlps with patients also allowed the
students to see how they were involved in an athlete's
success, and see their work payoff when a player
was able to resume his or her sport after an injury
"The best part of athletic training is that you get to
be port of the team," Hamstra send.You work with
athletes and you help them get over obstacles like
injuries in order to play at their highest potential. It is
a pretty cool feeling to know that you helped in the
team's success."
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Clockwise from abnve:
Working In the busy training room, sophomore
William Hnrlbetk uses special tests he has learned
to check fur an ankle injury.
Practicing skills picked up in the classroom. senior
Joel Buffum helps a member of the baseball team
play 10 his full potential
Never stingy with athletic tape. juninr Stephanie
Hahner makes sure an athlete's ankle is stable
before a game in order to prevent injury.
The athletic training department and athletic tape
are nearly inseparable, as the department goes
through multiple rolls each week.
Clockwise from top left:
Brian Brady squares off near the basketball net.
Joshua Yamaguchi evades his opponent's block in a game
of basketball.
Danny Mathews barely misses the interception, Pup-N-
Suds went on 10 win the game and become Power League
Champions.
Ca'ch and Release - B.J. Bell gracefully catches the Frisbee.
James Lagucik races his opponent 10 the soccer ball in an
intense match of indoor soccer

give and take
dream
Most students are extremely loyal 10 their dorm
community. Residence Halls are where students find
support, laughter, and deep friendships. These are the
places we spend a third of each day asleep, but also
where we hatch plans for waking escapades as well.
c._ ke
With chances for everyone to feel included, Whitworth's
students felt ot home in their dorms throughout the year, From
the dance parties in Baldwin-Jenkins to the games of Frisbee on
Warren's front lawn, there was something for everyone on campus
to do
"Stewart is great because everyone knows each other and
pretty much ellhe guys get along" freshman Keegan Goodell
said, At Stewart there were games of pool and random movie
nrghts, while the grrls of Bollard were always up for making
cookies. Each dorm had its own style and students got to actively
appreciate these themes through events like dorm dotes and hall
spirit competitions
Traditions and nodino-ion were big ports of dorm life. Students
living in East got to invent new traditions as they went through the
year. McMillon Hall, the oldest dorm on campus, hod long-
standing traditions including wooing the Bollard Babes ot least
twice during lraditiation and presenting them with flowers 01 Ihe
end of the week. Every dorm hod its own code to follow during
troditialion. The Baldwin-Jenkins girls wore red and block beanies
and the men wore hand-made l-shirts. Having milk and cookies on
Wednesday nights was on ongoing tradition during the year for
dorms like Stewart and McMillon
"Milk and caokres nrght rs [something] you look forward to all
week It's in the middle of the week when everything is hectic But it
doesn't matter what sports teom you're on, what group you belong
to or if you don't do anything; because who doesn't love milk and
cookies?" sop hom are Kylee Maclean said
Throughout all the dorms one thing was consistent; the sense of
pirate pride in every hall
Story by DANICA RASELY
Photos by KAT WILLIAMSON
and JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
Clockwise from opposite page: Sophomore Chloe Dye guards the
ball from her opponents during a Prime Time activity in Warren.
Freshmen Rachelle Wilson, Hannah Orando and Christina Eglin
make the Duvall lounge a cozy place 10 study by the fire
Freshman Jordan Sari bay and sophomore Cameron Alexander take a
break from the game being played in Warren.
Stacking the chips, freshman Curtis Gatley counts his winnings
during a game of Texas Hold 'Em with friends
Senior Jordan Michelson laughs at sophomore Monte Chase's
reaction 10 target prattira during a Prime Time activity
in Baldwin-Jenkins.
Led by junior Tyler Whitney, Arend residents playa game called
Signs during Prime Time.
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STUDENT PROFILE: Emily Harpel
Emily Harpel started a war. A Nerf war, thaI is. Scattered in
key locations throughout her room, Harpel kept her four Ned
guns hidden away, wailing for her moment to attack. She even
hod a Nerf sholgun slanding by.
"The shotgun is pretty intimidating, but it's hord to load,"
Harpel said.
One evening, Harpel and her roommate decided to head to
Torgel to buy a couple of Nerf guns jus! lor lun. Almost everyone
in Harpel's holl followed suit and what storted out as the product
of boredom qulcklv become a full-blown Nerf bailie in the lsi
Wesl hall of Arend. Many of the residents even hod t-shirtswith
targets painted on the bock
The attacks began at random. Usually if someone in the hall
got bored or needed a break from homework, one attock would
lead to another and a war would commence. Harpel and her
roommate were etten behind the skirmishes.
'We'lIlusllook 01 each olher and say 'let's go peuhem"
Harpel said. "And then we do the cool James Bond thing, [osf far
kicks."
Harpel and her fellow Nerf fighters never kept score on who
had the most victories and the only team designation was by
room number. The girls kept their skills sharp by having target
practice in the halls with water bottles. Eventually the Nerf wars
spread
"other halls heard obour how I hod Nerf guns and thev
would come in and borrow them so that they could attack their
friends," Harpel said. Thus, what started out as two bored girls
and a trip 10 Torget turned Into a dorm-wide bottle with Harpel at
the very heart of it.
"No one messes with this room" Harpel said. "They know
Ihey'll gel cnnihiloted."
SIO~ by AUBREY CAIN
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP and KAT WILLIAMSON
YEAR BUILT: 1957
NAMED FOR:Albert Arend, Whitworth trustee from 1925-34
NUMBER OF BEDS: 170
MALE TO FEMALE RATIO: Males 41 %. Females 59%
CLASS MAKEUP: Freshmen 3B%. Sophomores 3B%.
Juniors 18%. Seniors 6%
KNOWN BEST FOR: A strong sense of rnmmunity among residents
Clockwise from top left: Gus Santos, Amy Burkholder, Annie
Aeschbacher. Katie Momecuollo and Julie Caruso enjoy time
together in Arend's main lounge.
Duking it out in true Arend fashion. junior Peter Psscaco and
Scott Walker keep their heads in the game and defend their
side of the table from stray ping-pong balls
Defending their lead, junior Beau Lamb and Shannon Eshntl
prepared 10 serve to the oppmer.ts.
Bryce Griffiths and George Pimms engage each other in the
game "fake-out make-out" during one of Arend's primetimes.
Clockwise from top le It:
BJ residents listen in
tn a speaker at the
"Piece of Cake" lecture
in ihe BJ lounge.
Resident Directors Julia Price
and Cameron Calbeck discuss
dornuelated issues during
the "Piece of Cake" prime rime.
Elizabeth Holloway, Kristof
Decker, Holly Gregg. Eaitlin
lieseke. Amanda Jibhy. and
Briuany Fulton treated
the reside nts of BJ to their
music, which used imruments made of
random items.
RA Jordan Mictlaelson takes place
in a music video primetime
This is the third year Michaelson
has been an RA in BJ.
YEAR BUILT: 1968
NAMED FOR:Estella E. Baldwin. registrar from 1935-70
and Marian R.Jenkins, dean of women from 1931-63
NUM8ER Of BEDS: 164
MALE TO fEMALE RATIO: Males 44%, females 59%
CLASSMAKEUP: Freshmen 81%. Sophomores 10%, Juniors 6%, Seninrs 3%
KNOWN BEST FOR:Giving freshmen a true first-year college experience
STUDENT PROFILE: Forrest Jensen
A mysterious melody filled BJ Hall
"I didn't realize who it was at first, but the beauty and
and power of his music drew drew me in," freshman
Courtney Edwards said. The source of the music was loter
revealed to be coming from piano where freshman Forrest
Jensen sal.
Jensen come from a very musically talented family.
He played the piano, quior, harmonica, and drums-and
he song to top it all off. Jensen had played his favorite
instrument, the piano, since he was in the second grade.
"I believe that my musical ability IS a giH from God that
allows me to serve Him through helping others through my
music," jensen said. "Music is a universal language ... You
can make anything your own because of this great power
that music gives you. It's a great way to make friendships
that mean something,"
jensen's favorite styles of music to ploy were jazz, pop
and rock reggae. He hod been writing his own music for
two years and was influenced by Dispatch and Stale Radio
"I not only like their styles but also the meanings behind
their songs that pertain to real life issues.They are bands
that try to make a difference in the world instead of just
watching it go by. They are r-et prideful and have good
moral character," jensen said. It was easy to see why he
loved this music
jensen chose to be a Bj brother because of the dorm's
reputation for hovinq a light-knit community. His favorite parts
of B] were being able to stay up late, being able lo play
music, and being able to talk to anyone and everyone
jensen's musical ability was only a small taste of the
lalent thol graced the halls of Boldwm-lenkins And thouqh
he would move on 10 other dorms, his legocy would live on
185 •
Stnrv by: MASON VIGIL
Photos by: KAT WILLIAMSON
STUDENT PROFILE: Meghan Eremeyeff
Nothing fosters a strong community more than a burning building
At least not in the eyes of sophomore Meghan Eremeyeff.
In 1927, Ballard Hall was overcome by flames that destroyed the
structure of the building. However, as the tale goes, one student was
able 10 notify people in lime and the entire hall was able to evacuate
before anyone was hurt.
"The students losl everything they hod. It was important for
them to rebuild the hall to symbolize the commumty they hod,"
Eremeyeff said. For Eremeyeff, that sense of community hod always
been one of Bollard's strengths and one of the things that drew
her strongly to the position of Bollard Hall's senator, Building up
Ballard's community to enviable proportions was key for Eremeyeff.
As senator, she interacted with both the dorm's residents as well as
ASWU. She communicated ideas between the two groups, and
connected with the Ballard girls by keeping their best interests in
mind
"It's great being a part of ASWU, I love going to the meetings
and having a soy in things as well as hearing decisions that are
mode and why they're mode, It's really opened my eyes to what
goes on [at Whitworth]," Eremevef soid
As a Graphic Design major and Visual Communications minor,
one of Eremeyeff's favorite ports of being the senator yvas crealing
the dorm IS newsletter
"I love using [the newsletter] to communicate with everyone what's
going on and give ther- advice and comic relief," Eremeyeff said.
Encouraging on even stronger community within Ballard and beyond,
Eremeyeff used ideas such as dorm teo parties and activities with the
Mac men to cultivate long-lasting bonds between the Bollard ladies
Eremeyeff hoped that in the future the women of Bollard would
be able to connect throughout their community and continue
creating bonds as strong as they hod ever been - flames preferably
excluded
Story by PAM BAUTHUES
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
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YEAR BUILT: 1914
YEAR REBUILT: 1917
NAMED FOR:W.R. Ballard, Whitworth trustee from 1B911911
NUMBER Of BEDS: 66
MALE TO FEMALE RATIO:Males 0%, Females 100%
CLASS MAKEUP: Freshmen 39%, Sophomores 31%,
Juninrs 23%. Seniors 7%
KNOWN BEST FOR: Residents' loyalty in raturninq 10 live
in the dorm year after year
Tap left: Getting all tangled up, freshmen
Eamemn Williams and Katie Traylor playa
game of Twister during primetime.
Above: While making her infamous banana
bread. Junior Janna Silvas offers Junior Lisa
Murphy a quick taste
Left: Sophomore Stephen Jansnns. Senior
Kip Hamilton. Freshman Jasmine Keller and
Sophomore Joshua Willmore play an intense
game 01 cards .. 1.9~7~==~it~
YEAR BUILT: 2001
NAMED FOR: Alumni Chuck Bcppel. longtime chair of
WhItworth's board 01 trustees, and his wife. Karlyn
NUMBER OF BEDS: B4
MALE TO FEMALE RATIO: Males 55%. Females 45%
CLASS MAKEUP: Freshmen 5%. Sophomores 52%.
Juniors 27%. Seniors 15%
KNOWN BEST FOR Being the ciosestthing 10
apartment-style living on campus
Clockwise from lett
Sophomores James King arid Tommy Banta are
bailie it out in foosball during a sludy break.
With an Impressive arsenal of paper planes
lined up, Buppelltesirents worked on making
the best planes during primeume.
Flyir1g high, students in Boppell make (he nest
of their chance 10 defy gravity.
'<T 1..1-\-.::IJ L
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STUDENT PROFILE: Chris Darn
"I always liked the idea of one day becoming a flight attendant,
traveling around the world, writing about the interesting people t-rot I
met along the way," [unlor Chris Darn said
Darn was a French and English rncjor from Morrison, Colo Living
in Boppell. he hod the quiet time he needed to keep up with Ihose
tvvo majors without losing the chance to be involved. With Boppells
suite-style dorms and individual common rooms, Darn could easily get
cought up in a Nintendo gome with his three roommates.
Hoving 0 true passion to write and planning on spending a
semester in Montpellier, France, Darn seemed to express the definition
of "unique" well
Being from Colorado, Darn hod a significant amount of interest in
the outdoors
"I love to do a lot of hiking, backpacking, fishing and camping
with my dad," Dorn said, "I also love to ploy soccer and Frisbee and I
used to playa lot of poker with friends bock home,"
Choosing to come to Whitworth was not on easy decision for
Darn. Grueling over seven school applications Darn was thrilled to be
accepted into Whitworth University
"I hadn't really heard a lot about Whitworth, but when I come to
visit during the scholarship competition, I really liked the atmosphere
and 1thought hot the school hod 0 good inleqrofion of faith and
academics. "
Dorn's favorite candy bar was Twix, favorite book was "lnto ~he
Wild" and it bugged him when people use the word 'legit' Lost but
not least Darn said that what most people didn't know about him is
that he hod perfectly straight hair when he was little, much unlike the 199.
"fro" he sported during his time at Whitworth.
Darn appreciotes time to listen to music and hong with friends and
never strayed for from being on easy-going and laid-bock guy.
Sturv by BEKA LAMPE
Photos by KATWILLIAMSON
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STUDENT PROFILE: Ryan I<night &
Daisuke l<a1O
Freshman Ryan Knight has watched an eclipse from
the top of a Guatemalan pyramid, mingled with members
of Belize's Gorifunio tribe, built churches in Mexico, and
visited memorials at Hiroshima, Japan. Because of these
experiences, Knight began developing his worldview
long before he hod ever heard of Core 150 "My trove Is
allowed me to see myself as a global citizen, not just an
American," said Knight.
In high school, Knight took two trips to Japan, the country
his international roommate coiled home. Daisuke Keto
come from Nagoyo, [open to spend one year studying at
Whitworth. Keto ond Knight hit II off right owoy and both
learned valuable things from one another as they shared a
room in Duvall.
"Doisuke has helped me with my Japanese. He doesn't
sugar-coat things when I mess up. I've also gotten to hear
his perspective on political events in Japan and around the
world. Daisuke taught me to make great rice!' said Knight.
Similarly, Kato learned much about American political issues
from Knight
Kato also credited Knight with helping him break into the
Whitvvorlh social scene. "Ryan taught me how to break the
ice with people. Now I can talk 10 anyone in Socc.' said
Keto. Because of Duvall's pod set-up, Kola gal to spend
time with a variety of people whenever he was in the dorm
Though both Knight and Koto hod a Wide range of
experiences, living in Duvall gave them the time to see their
similarities and teach each other valuable life lessons-which
was whal community was all about.
SlOry by LAURA ROOPER
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP BOd KAT WILUAMSON
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YEAR BUILT: 2006
NAMED FOR: Faculty Emeritus R. Fentnn Duvall, former
Whitworth professor and dean of students
NUMBER OF BEDS: 162
MALE TO FEMALE RATIO: Males 47%. Females 53%
CLASS MAKEUP: FreshmeIl43%. Sophomores 42%.
Juniors 11%, Seniors 4%
KNOWN BEST FOR: Pod·"yl' living thai allows lor
close friendships 10 develop
Clockwise from tap left: Building a better world,
students crowded the couches and Iloor of the Duvall
lounge for a Lego primetime
Whitworth Women's Ultimate Frisbee Club taam
prepares Hawaiian load lor their fundraiser in Duvall.
Duvall men and women mingle over [he Hawaiian
dinner fund raiser.
YEAR BUILT: 2009
NAMED FOR: 115location on campus as the
building had not yet been dedicated
NUMBER OF BEGS: 170
MALE TO FEMALE RATIO Males 44%, Females 56%
CLASS MAKEUP: Freshman 40%. Sophomores 31%,
Juniors 15%, Seniors 14%
KNOWN BEST FOR: Sustain ability, and being the newest
residence hall on campus
Clockwise from tct: Speaking durinq the dedication
ceremony. President Bill Bohinsnn outlined the
excitement surrounding the new dorm.
Sporting balloon creations and painted faces,
residents went all-out during Carnival night in East.
East residents talk and enjoy crepes in the kitchen
during a primetime hosted by Le Cercle Francais.
STUDENT PROFILE: Donovan Tate
"I love people I get my energy from them, and I
hope t-rot when I om with the other residents of East
they can see energy shining out in everything I do," said
junior Donovan Tate, the Small Group Coordinator in
East Hall.
"I am so glad t hove been given the amazing
opportunity to work on the first ever leadership team in
East Residence Hall," Tate said. He took his job very
seriously, bUilding relationships and slrong communal
bonds whenever the opportunities presented themselves.
"I love having the opportunity 10 come meet people
where they are, and gelling to be a part of their life,
even if it only consists of a 15-minute conversation in
their doorway once a week."
As the residents of Eost Hall were defining the
character of the dorm during its first year as a residence
hall, Tote added to the atmosphere by being a happy,
bright, and all around great supporter, Multiple residents
said that his enthusiasm and his drive to connect with
every resident of East Hall made him stand out.
#1wont people to always know that I am here if they
need me, and I wont them to comfortable coming to me
with almost onything,# Tate scid.
SIO~ by SARA WYSOCKI
PhOIOSby JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
and KAT WILLIAMSON
STUDENT PROFILE: Stephen Jansons
"I',e hod people tell me before that they hove had dreams
that ended with me randomly tackling them I think that
describes me well enough:
Enter sophomore Stephen [onsons. As a second year Mac
resident, [orisons was a well known face in lhe fiercly light-knit
cion. "Moc men hove a unique community in that they share a
special relationship with fellow men. Proverbs 27: 12 says: 'As
iron sharpens iron, so one man sharpens another,'"Jansons said.
[or-sons lived in McMillan for two years and wouldn't hove had
If any other way.
"I am stealing the wards from Sean Mulcahy [Mac RD]
when I say thai there is something 10 be said about the kind
of young men who are presented with the option of living with
or separate from the the fine women that we have here on
campus-and it says a lot about the guy who chooses to live
separate from girls. [The Mac men] all have great relationships
with the gals over in Bollard but we also get to shore a deeper
bond thai is only found In a single [gender] group," said
jonsons.
[orisons was involved in many different things allover
campus that ranged from leading his own small group, being
the treasurer of the Business Student Organization, hosting pre-
Irosh. and working as a member of the grounds-keeping crew.
"I also play Intramural fr.sbee, Intramural Basketball and I
was pott 01 the group of guys who tried starting a Rugby learn
lost year," [orisons said
No moiler what he did or what he got involved in, jcnsons
would always think of MacMillion as a home away from home.
SlOry by SARA WYSOCKt
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
give and take,
Left Spilling live crickets. sophomores Travis Walker
and Nate TeGrotenhuis competed for the longest
aerial distance during one 01 McMillan's most popular
pnmetimes.
Below Left: Nate TeGrotenhuis launches a cricket Into
the air without balling an eyelash.
Bellow Right: In true Whitworth spirit, seniors Curtis
Powell and Shawna McNally and freshman Jonathan
Brennecke groove it out in a "Christian Dance Dance
Revolution" battle.
YEAR BUILT: 1913
NAMED FOR: Rev. Hugh H. McMillan. Whitworth trustee from 1907-31
NUMBER OF BEDS: 85
MALE TO FEMALE RAnD: Males 100%. Females 0%
CLASS MAKEUP: Freshman 37%. Sophomores 39%.
Juniors 14%, Seniors 10%
KNOWN BEST FOR: Communal showers, a strong sense
of brotherhood and the antics of its residents
105
YEAR BUILT: 1963
NAMED FOR: Rev. Calvin W. Srewen.
Whitworth president from 1890·98
NUMBER OFBEDS: 74
MALE TO FEMALE RATIO: Males 47%. Females 53%
CLASS MAKEUP: Freshmen 57%. Sophomores 30%.
Juniors 13%, Seniors O~
KNOWN BEST FOR Walls made of cement blocks
Clockwise from tup: St8wBoppAge men
challenge the women during
"Battle of the Sexes".
Andrew Eller makes his move in the "Battle of
the Sexes" durinp a Stewart Prime Time
Sittinq back to watch the evening unfold, junior
Michele Ward. senior Hanna Griffing. 81ld junior
Andrew Eller hang out at primetirre.
Frisbee in tuw. junior Kenny Dill revived Squids
Throwing Disks. a frisbee team from his
freshman year.
gaveand take.
STUDENT PROFILE: Sarah Sagarang
Sarah Sagarang described herself as a bubbly,
sensitive, goofy freshman, But most noticeably, she was
Hawaiian. Along with her unique heritage, Sagarong had
a really cool Hawaiian middle nome; leino'oloonolon',
which meant "fragrant lei of the heavens,"
life on the mainland was a little foreign to Sogarang,
considering she hod only visited Washington for a grand
tool of a week before moving to Whitworth from her home
in Pearl City, Oahu, "I've never seen snow," Sogarong
said. "It's nice though,"
Saga rang chose to come to Whitworth "because it
was a Christian university and everybody here is just nice /I
The foct thot Whitworth offered Elementary Education os 0
major was also a definite plus
Soqorcnq enjoyed living in Stewart for multiple reasons.
"I pretty much know everybody in the dorm. There is a
real sense of community," Sagarong said. "And my RA
[Whitney Hedgpeth] is awesome,'
Stewart was not the only place Sagarang found
community on the Whitworth campus, She was also a port
of ~heWhitworth Women's Choir
"I didn't get to sing my senior year of high school, so it's
really nice to be able 10 sing again." Sogarong said, She
began singing at age five when her mother, the community
choral director, enrolled her in the community choral
program. "I was olso involved in the Hawaii Youth Opera
Chorus," Sagarang said.
•.?lIrr7~=;r"She is an incredible singer," Hedgpeth scrd t
With her Stewart crew and the choir women supporting
her, the 3,000 miles separating Sagarang from her
Hawaiian home never seemed too far.
Story by KRYSTAL VALLE
Photos by KAT WILLIAMSON
STUDENT PROFILE: Chris & Cary Frick
Chances were, if you hod ever been anywhere near Akili. you
would hove met Chris and Cory They were prefv average Whitworth
guys. They shored a room, got along quite well and just happened to
shore the some lost name: Frick
According to the pair, about 95 percent of people were surprised
when they found oul the two were brothers. An even larger
percentage of people couldn't hove identified them as twins
So whol was it like living with a twin? Cccosor olle they did get on
each other's nerves [Chris thought Cary flossed his teeth weird, and
Cory thought that Chris sneezed too loudly), but nothing ever drove
them too crazy
"It's pretty much like the old days," Chris SOld.
"[We're] used to being roommates," Cory said. That was definitely
the case for the brothers because they shared a room until they were
sixteen, But when it come time to choose a college, that all changed
Cory, a junior, chose to come to Whitworth as a first year s-uderr
because it was close to his home in Yakima, Vvosh, but still far
enough to feel like he was on hs own.
Chris, on the other hand! made his way to UClA as a freshman.
"It is a good school and there was a good church near campus,"
Chris said, But instead of returning to UClA his sophomore year, Chris
chose to join his brother at Whitworth. "It's closer to home and there
are smaller class sizes." Chris 0150 liked the fact that there was a
possibility to double major in chemistry and Spanish.
When Chris come to Whitworth as a sophomore, Cary thought he
hod the advantage of knowinq where things were and knowing more
people, It turned out to be quite the opposite by the end of the year,
thonks to Chris' outgoing personality. They may not have acted alike,
much less looked alike, but they couldn't have hod more fun sharing a
double In Aki]. Just like the good old days.
SID~ by KRYSTAL VALLE
Phums by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
end KATWILLIAMSON
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SHALOM:
YEAR BUILT 1971
NAMED FOR: The Hebrew word lor "peace"
NUMBER OF BEDS: 10
MALE TO FEMALE RATIO: Males 55%, Females 45%
CLASS MAKEUP: Freshmen 15%, Sophomores 45%,
Juninrs 40%, Seninrs 0%
KNOWN BEST FOR: Traditionally housing
predominantly upperclassmen
AKIU:
YEAR BULL1: 1971
NAMED FOR:The Swahili word for "intelligence"
NUMBER OF BEDS: 10
MALE TO FEMALE RATIO: Males 100%, Females 0%
CLASS MAKEUP Freshmen 0%, Sophomores 50%,
Juniors 50%, Seniors 0%
KNOWN BEST FOR: Its original intended purpose of
s8rvirig as a storage unit this year
Clockwise from mp left: Getting close 81ld
personal. students snuggle up for "Pillow
Talk" during the primetime in Shalom,
Abby Richardson reads ''Twilight'' aloud
during The Dramatic Reading 01 "Twilight," a
SlewBoppAge primenrre.
Hanna Griffing, a member of the Village
leadership staff, entertains Village residents
as well as visitors during primetime.
TlKL
YEAR BUILT: 1971
NAMED FOR: The Chinook word for "love"
NUMBER OF ~EOS: 10
MALE TO FEMALE RATIO Males 0%, Females 100%
CLASS MAKEUP: Freshmen 58%, Sophomores 16%,
Juniors 5%, Seniors 21 %
KNOWN BEST FOR: Housing only female students
I
YEAR BUILT: 1952
NAMED FOR: Or. Frank F.wenen Whilwonh president from 1940-63
NUMBER OF BEDS 227
MALE TO FEMALE RATIO Males 38%. Females 62%
CLASS MAKEUP: Freshmen 54%. Sophomores 32%.
Juniors 11%, Seniors 3%
KNOWN BEST FOR: The Warrerl gentlemen and their almost
constant domination of Mock Rock
Clockwise from top left: PUlling the audience into
a magical trance, David Kuraya left the Warren
students spellbound 8S he wowed them with an
ultra-smooth card [rick.
Double tasking, junior James Mitsuvasu
sophomore Chloe Dye. and juninr Lindy Tep
benefined hom a chain massage while they
learned new techniques for lacing up their shoes.
Soaking up Wisdom, sude illS spent a primetime
with professor of English Vic Bnbh. Conversation
spanned the history of the Great Palouse Worm,
the 1969 season Slats lor the Washington State
Cougars football team, and the literary prowess of
Edgar Allen Poe
, give and take
STUDENT PROFILE: Andrew &
Daniel Repsold
According to many of the residents of Warren, Daniel and
Andrew Repsold were two of the funniest guys in the dorm.
They weren't just roommates. They were brothers, and they
loved it. "Not a lot of people would think that is a good thing,
but it's been awesome," said Daniel.
This was Daniel's second year serving as the Medic in
Warren, It just happened to also be convenient for Andrew.
"Warren is the bomb. I love how it is the biggest dorm on
campus and is full of freshmen and sophomores. The shower
heads are what I don't love. Pathetic." Daniel said.
"I agree, and [I like] ~he foci that it is the closest dorm to
the music building I can woke up and be sitting in my closs
within seven seconds." said Andrew
Daniel was a biology major and Andrew was a music
education major. These were two very diHerent guys, but put
them together and the ensuing result was hilarity
They grew up in Spokane with a third brother. David, and
always hod a good time reminiscing about things they did in
younger days, though some things their mom would not have
approved, They once mode up a form of communication
that no one else understood, "That was greo'. We just
made noises but totally acted like we were talking to each
other," said Andrew. "Yeah, we should bring that bock,' said
Donie.
Story by PAM MURPHY
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
and KAT WILUAMSON
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THEME HOUSE PROFILE: Global Hearth
Situated at the end 01 Lola Lane. the Global Hearth theme house was
uffnem from the typical student house. mostly because of the people living
there
Although two of the three house mates were international students,
(including Mijin Kim, a freshman from SOUlh Korea and Laura Aguzzoli, a
freshman from France) senior Marissa Johnson grew up near Seattle. As a
diversely intemauonal house, the Global Hearth theme house was dedicated
to sharing the culture of the students living in it and providing all students,
international and otherwise, the chance to participate in diverse activities
and socialize.
One favorite activity was to host Wednesday night dinners for students of
the International Club. Each week the group would cook something new from
one of their peer's home country such as tacos Of crowd-pleasing chocolate
mousse.
J
STUDENT PROFILE: Marissa Johnson
give ,and take,
Aher spending the fall of 2008 abroad in Northern
Ireland and gaining a more global perspective, senior
Marissa Johnson decided to move into the Global
Hearth theme house, despite not knowing anyone
there. Johnson, who was a history major, wanted to
shore a house with people like her, who loved to
hovel, to discover, and to learn about new cultures
Originally from lynnwood in the Seattle orec,
Johnson's family background and her experience
abroad drove her to be a port of the Global Hearth
theme house because she wanted the opportunity
to be involved with other students that were moving
beyond borders. "The house's purpose is to provide
on environment where international students con
relax from the rigors of school and the adjustment
to a different culture," said Johnson. Through hosting
activities like cooking nights every Wednesday and
providing on open environment for international
students, Johnson did just that.
johnson, who also loved singing, hod been taking
voice lessons since she was fourteen. As a result,
listening ta international music was one of her favorite
activities when she was ot the theme house. By for,
johnson preferred classical and opera music, mainly
because she loved the "intensity and sophistication,"
said Johnson.
In any case, johnson and ,her housemotes mode
a vibrant ond wecorrisq home for any student with 1IIIJIi2.'~j~;;:II'
wondering feel.
Story by LAURA AGUZZOLI
Photos by KATWILLIAMSON
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Ryan Young and Cameron Whinle collaborate al an impromptu jam session
in [he Golf Theme House. The boys of [he Golf Theme House put on two
dances jhat were very well attended for their monthly programs.
Life is good for Ryan YOLJng.Jeff Aly, Cameron Whittle and Jacob
McCallum. The guys were members of the Golf Theme House and always
tnnk lime to relax together.
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AlinleR&R
Comic Relief
Creative Ans
Cross Country & Track
Cross-Cultural Culinary Adventure
Experiencing the Decades
Exploring Vocation
Friendship Around the Earth
Global Heanh
Gol!
Koinonia
Medieval Literature & Culture
Ilpen Door
Recreation Appreciation
Spokane Outreach
Swimming
Iransiuons
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STUDENT PROFILE: Aryn Gessel
It might have seemed like something straight out
of the pages of Alice In Wonderland, bul for Aryn
Gessel, having birthday coke when it wasn 'i her
birthday was all part of the fun. "Everyone needs to
take a break and laugh sometime, II said Gessel, who,
along with her house motes at the Comic Relief Theme
House, hosled 0 birlhday party far people who
weren't going to be around on their birthday "We
hod quite a few people show up, and we played
Apples 10 Apples while we ole cake and jello," said
Gessel
Like the other activities thot the Comic Relief
house hosted during the year, this event was aimed
at creating a fun and interoctive setting for students
where Ihey could "kick bock, relox ond laugh." For
students, the opportunity to take their minds off of
school work some of the time is a welcome one.
For the residents, giving other students the chance to
connect with one another was the biggest perk
Yet, the Comic ReliefTheme House was not just
oboutlouqhs for Gessel. "I chose 10 be a pori of lhe
Comic Relief Theme House so that I could experience
Whitworth from a different perspective," said
Gessel. "I also enjoy being able to connect with my
housemates on a deeper levelthen I feel I was able
to while living in a dorm." The theme house offered
Gessel the chance to try something new without
pushing her out of her )omfort zone, which is what
having fun and relaxing was all about
, .
Story by MARY RUMP
Photos by KAT WILLIAMSON and JORDAN BEAUCHAMP
STUDENT PROFILE: Caitlin Risk
"If it is yellow, let it mellow. If II is brown, flush it down,"
said senior Caitlin Risk as she laughed about her house
motto.
"We are trying to be environmentally conscious," said
Risk. The other senior girls who lived in her house on Gory
lone, Emily Royol, Chelsea Snyder, Kelsey Orr, Heather
Krnok, and Barb ligget, did many things to toke core of the
environment
"We hove a compost pile in our bock yard," siad Risk.
The girls took the compost to Michael LeRoy's house when it
was full so Ihal he cauld dispose of il
Being environmentoilly conscious was no! something
that these girls knew to do automatically. "It all come out of
Kelsey and my trip to Central Arne-leo," said Risk. Riskand
Orr were a port of Whitvv'orth's Central America trip two
years ogo. Risk said it shaped the way her house lives now.
However, taking core of the enviroment was not the only
octivity Risk and her house mates were known for, "We love
living together," said Risk. The group enjoyed house dinners
and bible studies where they "fired up feminist cot-verse-
lions."
Beyond thot, there were few secrets in this house. "When
someone gets a text message during our house time they
have to read it cloud," Risk soid. "We've seen some reo I
romanlic ones come through," she said in reference to her
roommate Emily Royol, who had recently become engaged.
"We even coil everyone together when we hove a big
story to tell," she said.
For these girls/ living together made their senior year
memorable.
Sro~ by CHARLEYBRINKMAN
Phoros by KATWILLIAMSON
Left: Senior girls dress up for the Last Chance
Summer Dance
Balnw left: Seninrs David Kurava and Branden Cate
nnt only spent time on campus in the music building
where each pursued a music major, bUI alsn at Bill
Robinson's house for the seninr party
Below right: PUlling it all an the line, off campus
Seniors Elise Page and Robbie Chalmers busted
a serious move as they battled to be crowned
Hamemminp King and Queen.
David Kurava. Chrisitine Ietlaven. and Dan Lewis
talk with Michael Hani at the pre-game off-campus
tailgate at the beginning of the year.
Dff-campus students regularly get together on
Thursdays to watch The Office and hang out at The
Drive Inn. a popular off-campus house.
STUDENT PROFILE: David Kuraya
I started as a freshman in college. and it was mostlv on a
whim. I think the actual starting point was showing 0 friend a
cord trick that I happened to know. I remember how blown
away he was, and it mode me wont to learn more .. then it
got out of control.
1/\' ,-'>j- If
lhke people. Everyone has a different story, and doing
magic gives me the opportunity to connect with all kinds of
people. Reminding people thaI there needs to be moments
of astonishment in our lives is on incredible privilege
f
I enjoyed being on ASWU lost year, and I wonted to
continue this year. I feel really fortunate to be working with
such organized, energetic, and fun people.
0.r tr -r~t
Honestly, my favorite pad is working with Dan and Christine
on programs. I could not ask for cooler, funnier, and just
really nice people to work with. Some of the things we do
toke a 10101 work, ond hovinq then the-e to help makes the
work much less stressful and even fun.
Ic:" I q - •,~
There are A lOT of off-campus sludenrs. Reaching them and
getting information out can be difficult. I've been fortunate
in that most of the off-campus students rock and are really
open to my loads of e-mcals.
students who live at home with their parents
There may not be very many of there, but there were a
few students who choose to live at home with their parents.
Freshman Stepfanie McCorrey and senior Heather Perrier
were two of them
"I live so close onyvvay," said McCorrey, the distance
being the equivalent of a ten-minute car ride. living at home
was always in the plan, "at leost for the first year," she said
It saved a lot of money for both McCorrey and Perrier. "A
couple of perks I like are the free washer and dryer, home
cooked meals, and not having to move all of my stuff in
on out of the dorms," said Perrier. McCarrey did not mind
living at horne either. Seeing her cat Tyson and dog lilly
everyday was a definite perk.
It may seem like living at home would moke connecting
the most difficult part about going to school, but it is pretty
easy for McCarrey. "Stewart and Tiki adopted me," she
said, and it was really where she was able io bond with all
of the other Squids. "I don't leelleh out Iroduotion really
helped."
Both practically lived on campus due to classes or
on-ccmpus work. "l'm there all day, I don't actually come
home until later," said McCarrey. For Perrier, who worked
-tor Human Resources, She claimed that it's "kind of
cheating," almost like "living in a dorm but kind of nor.'
Though both Perrier and McCorrey hod to deal With
driving bock and forth. oftentimes at night, Ihey both lelt that
they hod the best 01 both worlds. "I have fun with people on
campus, but I still get to leave," said McCarrey.
Story by KRYSTAL VALLE
Photos by JORDAN BEAUCHAMP and MARY RUMP
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Above: Heather Perrier
Left: Stepfanie McCarrey
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Stepfanie' 5 Daily Routine
.~~)i"~_~~ &oY) Woke up and eat breakfast
\ I'lJ ~ •
\"!,f!!..~.:/
Finish lost closs, head to work
Get home from work, eat
dinner and start homework
,"'"
·~·i~~tllQJ ~.
I,~ oYi Head bock to Whitworth for Prime Time
~ i"l ~.
".IiJ) 71 re: "~~'.. © ~
~~"d'"
Finally go to sleep
Mitchell Arnold Erik Eschenbacher Daniel Morse Clifton Sanders
Ronald Aubrey Annah Guidry Dan Nevdahl Jerry Sattler
Terri Batt Debra Henson John Olson Viktor Slyusarev
Jeannie Bercier Allen Hinkle Richard Olson Roc Thosath
Theodore Bouten Joseph McClure David Dsterloth Ina Ward
Monica Crotty Joshua McClure Gerald Paschall Michael Yost
Cindy Dehnel Yelena Melnik Sonja Pierce
Edward Diosornito BobbiAnn Miller Gennadiy Pustovit
Pictured: Terri Ban
Cleanin
." ,-~, -
The lost ten years at Whitworthhave dromoticollv changedTerri Batt's life. She began hercustodial work at the university
in 1999 and three years later, in 2002,
met her husband, Kevin Batt. At the
time, Kevin was the custodial lead for
~heWhitworth custodial deportment
He and Terry met at Whitworth and
Terri was drown to him right away
"Kevin is an incredible people person
and just listens so well. He set a perfect
example of a lead supervisor.
Terri olso has three children, one
of whom, Ryan Kelso, graduated from
Whitworlh in 2007. "Ryan finished
his biology major at Whitworth and is
now continuing his education 01 Pacific
University," Whitworth offers tuition
remission to the children of Whitworth
stolfi and because of this, Ryan was
able to spend four yeors there. "He
absolutely loved it. Whitworth has
given us so much."
Terri's favorite port of the job was
being around Whitworth students
"With the respect they show you,
you can notice a difference betvveen
students here and students at any other
school. I love talking with them because
so many of ~hemstop and ask how my
day is qoinq. I have a poster board on:,.7.2~3~.!t;;Ill!~
my door and students sometimes write
me notes. It just makes my day /I
SIO~ by LAURA ROOPER
Photos by KAT WILLIAMSON
Austin Abelar
Loomis, Calif.
Acc'ting & temp. SCI,
Stephan Ainley
Camas, Wash,
Math
Michael Anderson
Vashon Island, Wash,
Business Mgmt.
Pamela Anderson
Eugene, Ore,
Chemistry & Spansih
Zachary Andre
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
Ecan. & lml Business
Asmara Anyan
Stuttgart, Germany
English
Kelsey Atwood
Vancouver, Wash.
Spanish
Stephen Baranowski
Camas, Wash,
History
Sophie Barron
Wenatchee, Wash,
Elem, Educ,
Emily BayliS
Portland, Ore,
Hem, Educ,
Three things you MUST
do before you groduote:
1, Go sing "Happy Birthday" to
a random person in Saga.
lit can't be their b.nhdav]
2, Learn Miley Cyrus's
Hoe Down Throw Down With
your friends. Perform it at
random events together.
3. Run through campus dressed
as ninjas in all black spandex
and masks.
Jennifer Beggs
Sandpoint, Idaho
Sociology
Daniel Bergman
Lynden, Wash,
Bioloov
Robyn Best
Oe81 Park, Wash,
Enolish
Kelly Bradley Lukas Bratcher Charley Brinkman Carolina Broemeling
Dillon, Mont. Spokane, Wash. Nine Mile Falls, Wash. Concepcion, Chile
Ath. Irain. Speech Comm. Psychology & Theology lm'l Business This year's senior
doss totaled 511
sfudents. Graduates
come from all over the
U.S. and around the
world. Students hailed
from Texas, Iowa,
and Alaska. as well
os.Thcilond, Chile and
Hong Kong. There
were also students.
who stayed dose to
Joel Buffum Tiffany Buley Amanda Burnside Ryan Bushy horne, as nearly 120
Everett, Wash. Seattle, Wash. Duvall, Wash. Cashmere, Wash.
of them come
Ath. Tram. & Kmes English Marketing Biology
from Spokane
Stephen Billington
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
AccDullling
Jessica Butelo
Sunnyvale, Calif.
Psychology & An
J
J
Hannah Carrier
Newport Beach, Calif.
Hisrnrv
Emmanuel Bofa
Puyallup, Wash
Speech Comm
~
Torance Bye
Pomeroy, Wash.
Accounting Et Ecan.
Dustin Case ria
Bellingham, Wash.
Phvsirs
Benjamin Bonnema
Federal Way, Wash.
Music & Theatre
Shannon Carlon
Spokane, Wash.
Music
~~""~•• l,
Branden Cate
Harrison. Idaho
Music
Andrea Boysun
Great Falls, Mont.
Acc'ting & Bus. Mgmt.
Amanda Carlson
Loveland, Colo
Psychology
Bailey Cavender
Naples, Idaho
History & EnollSh
2 7
Julsma Clark
Carefree, Ariz.
Sociology
Carl Chan
Chelan, Wash.
Accounting
Danl8lle Chiavetta
Walnut Creek, Calif.
Chemist~ & Math
The senior dass giN Sarah Clark Matthew Coleman Connie Collins Kimberly Connors
was an endowed Woodland, Wash. Hillsboro, Ore. Kent Wash. Spokane, Wash.
scbolcrship honoring MusIC & English Math & Comp. Sci, Marketing Camm.
Bill end Bonnie
Robinson. The clcss
worked to raise a
minimum of $25,000.
After a generous
trustee mode a
$15,000 matching
contribution, they had
$10,000 left fa raise.
Each student was
asked to give $20.10
for three years to
Miranda Cosand Ene Crowell Damel Cubero Mark Curranachieve !his goal.
Maple Valley, Wash. Creston, Wash. Boise, Idaho Tacoma, Wash,
English Comm Marketing & Bus. M mt. Business Mgmt.
.t
\-;(
•
Samantha llavis
Dmak, Wash.
Business Mgmt.
Rachel Cutler
Nine Mile Falls, Wash.
Music
Blair Daly
Bellevue, Wash.
Political Stud.
Chelsea Dasso
Falls City, Ore
SOCIOlogy
Matthew Deering
University Place, Wash.
Theology
Rachel Dubes
Dumcy, Wash.
Elem. Educ.
Emily Dufault
Moses Lake. Wash.
Cross·Cult. & Peace Stud.
NICole Dyer
Kennewick. Wash.
Theatre & English
Jaquane Easterlin
Tacoma. Wash.
Sociology
Anders Erickson
Yakima. Wash
Compo SCI.
Kelly Fink
North Bend. Wash.
Ath. Train. & Kines.
Jonathan Gallegos
Guadalajara, Mexico
Theology & Spamsh
Katie Goodell
Ponland. Ore
Comm.
Nathan Ellefson
West Richland. Wash.
Art
Candace Farley
West Linn, Ore
Psychology
Sean Fountain
Eatonville. Wash.
Sociology
Marco Garcia
Tacoma. Wash.
Cross·Cult Stud. & Spanish
Gillian Goodrich
Bozeman, Mont.
lrn'l Stud. & Spamsh
Jonathan Fox
Colo. Springs. Colo.
English
Collin Gibbs
Lewiston. Idaho
History
Hanna Griffing
Spokane. Wash.
English
Three things you MUST
do before you graduate:
1. 0 on a date to Wonderland
and Dld"r's.
2. Go out to coffee with a
professor.
3. Attend Mldmght Madness.
Kelsey Frank
University Place, Wash.
Elem. Educ.
Verenise Gomez
Royal City. Wash.
English & History
119 .
Aubrey Hahn
Birch Bay. Wash.
English
Jessica Hall
Lewiston, Idaho
Elem. Educ.
Craig Harris
Yakima, Wash.
Math
Bethany Hergee
Wilsonville, are.
..r;mm
Three things you MUST
do belo:e you groduate:
1 Camp out in the Back 40.
1. Take classes outside of your
major.
3. Intern with a local nonprofit.
volunteer consistently. and
educate yourself and others
on the many social justice
organizations working to make
Spokane a better place.
/
Tyler Hamilton
Fircrest, Wash.
Psychology
Devon Haugan
laquna Hills, Calif
Philosophy
Daniel Herve
Grass Valley, Calif
Theology & Philosophy
Thomas Hamming
Lynden, Wash.
Comp. SCI. & Spanish
Lisa Hayek
Poe Orchard, Wash.
Math & Spanish
Kartlin Hildebrand
Gig Harbor, Wash .
Math
Claire Hillis
Corona, Calif
Elem. & Special Educ.
Erica Hoffman
Yakima, Wash.
Biolonv
MIChael Harri
Walla Walla, Wash
Com
Danika Heatherly
Visalia, Calif
Journalism & Marketing
Brrttany Hill
Colo. Sprrngs, Colo.
Nursing
Analisa Holcomb·McCann
Tumwater, Wash.
Sociolouv
Kelsey Jacobson Brian Jenks Brianne Jensen Joshua Jensen
Spokane, Wasb. Nonh Bend, Wash. Thompson Falls, Mont. Long Beach, Calif.
Philosophy Speech Comm. Nursing Peace Stud. & Math Most Influential
Professors for this
senior doss were
Poneto Bruininks
[Psychology) and Raja
Tones (Sociology),
Accompanied by
a student of thelr
choosing, they
spoke at the May
] 4 Commissioning
Service for the doss
Kevin Johnson Marissa Johnson Sara Johnson Yolande Johnson
about the impact
of facutly-student
Seattle, Wash. Lynnwood, Wash. Portland, Ore. Kettle Falls, Wasil relationships.
Int'I Stud, History Chemistry Business Mgmt.
Kayll Hoogestraat
West LIOn, Ore.
BIOlogy
Samantha Keenan
Spokane Valley, Wash.
History & English
Lacey Kerr
Mead, Wash.
Kinesiology
Timothy Houck
Bellevue, Wash.
Business Mgrn1.
James Kemp
Seattle, Wash.
Business MgmL
KirstBn Khoe
Billmgs, Mont.
Chemistry
Nicole Howell
Mountain View, Calif.
Speech Comm. & Psych.
Joanna Kendall
Spokane, Wash.
An
oanlelle King
Danville, CallI.
English
Jessica Ibach
Bellingham, Wash.
Spanish & Soc. Justice
De Andra Kenoly
Spokane, Wash.
Journalism
Jeffrey Kintner
Wenatchee, Wash.
Chemistry
231
During Trodmonornn
Foil 2006, both the
Warren girls and boys
took home the prize
at Mock Rock. The
Worren boys acted
out their "wild west"
saloon browl skit,
while the women did
on owe-inspiring step
Michael Korpi
Shoreline. Wash.
Music
Abby Langbehn
Fares: Grove, Ore,
Business Mgmt.
Kyung Lee
Spokane. Wash.
Econ. & Int'I Bus.
Lara lichtsn
Sequim. Wash.
Spanish & Cross-Cull. Stud.
Jolia lipscomb
Republic, Wash,
English
Jennifer Krzymowski
Gallup. N.M.
Nursing
Kynda Laufmann
LoulSeville, Colo.
Psychology
Christian Legaspi
Snohomish. Wash.
Chemistry
Barbara Liggell
Ponland. Ore.
Political Sci. & Spanish
Julianne Lucks
Idaho Falls. Idaho
English
David Kuraya
Kahului, Hawaii
Music
Christina Laurensack
Solvang. Calif.
Business Mgml.
Daniel Lewis
Snohomish. Wash.
Biophysics
Jessica Liles
Leavenworth, Wash.
Theatre
Jarvis Lunalo
Nairobi, Kenya
Theatre
James Lagucik Jr.
Edmonds. Wash.
Biology & Chemistry
Daniel Lee
Bellevue, Wash,
Accounting
Kayla Lewis
Maple Valley. Wash.
Compo Sci. & Math
Justin lind borg
WhitefISh. Mont
English
Kelly Lunde
Vancouver, Wash.
History/Sacral Stud.
Kenneth Manus
Chewelah. Wash.
Accounting
Courtney Martin
West Linn. Ore.
Psychology
Bethany Mason
Mead. Wash.
Biology
Emily McGrady-Beach
Reinbeck, Iowa
Psychology
Jordan Michelson
Maple Valley. Wash.
EnglISh
Andrea Mason
Puyallup. Wash
Peace Stud.
Daniel Mathews
Spokane. Wash.
Theology
Shawna McNally
Lyons, Ore
Cemrn.
Kaitlyn Miska
Richland. Wash.
Sociology
JoAnne Mayer
Otis Orchards. Wash.
Math
Scott Meek
Yakima, Wash.
Econ. & Accounting
Jovilyn Monroe
Pon Hadlock. Wash.
Nursing
Mollie McComb
Yelm. Wash.
MusIC & Theatre
Heather Meyer
Roseburg. Ore.
An
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Molly Moore
Portland, Ore.
Health Fitness PI.
Three things you MUST
do before you groduole:
1. Go transcending.
2. Attend at lsast one event
from every sport.
3. Attend a concert at the
big easy Inow known as The
Knming Factoryl
Emily Morehouse
Grams Pass. Ore
KinesIOlogy
Linnea Nelson
Pullman, Wash.
American Stud. & English
Dana Nielsen
Snohomish, Wash.
Ilern. Educ.
( \
llizabeih Moreno
Rldgetleld, Wash.
Peace Stud.
Mitchell Nelson
Wenatchee, Wash.
Business Mgrnl.
Kristin Nilsson
La Canada, Calif.
Peace Stud. & Theology
I
I
I I
I
Caroline Morgan
Tukwila, Wash,
Elem Educ.
Eric Nelson
Lake Chelan, Wash.
Biology
Kelsey Orr
Colo. Spllngs, Colo.
Cross·Cult Stud. & HFPE
'\
'\
I
Elise Page
. Snohomish, Wash.
EnglISh
Kyle Nelson
Edgewood, Wash.
Ouant AnalySis
Corey Newman
Glendale, Calif.
Political Sci. & Spansh
Emily O'Oean
Santa Barbara, Calil.
Comp. Sci.
Sarah Ozanne
Everett, Wash.
Acc'ting & Theology
Amanda Peiffer
Richland, Wash.
Biology
Joshua Pereyda
Oxnard, Calif
Math & Comp, Sci,
Katie Perm
Spring Branch, Texas
Peace Stud.
Scarlet Ponder
Bellingham, Wash,
Spanish & SOCiology
Kathryn Pridgen
Nampa, Idaho
English
Kelsey Rathgeber
Amboy, Wash,
Nursing
Heather Perrier
Spokane, Wasil
Math
SCOtt Plursich
Spokane, Wash,
Comp, Sci,
~•
I I
Candace Pontoni
Yelm, Wash,
lnt'l Stud,
Anthony Priest
Lacey, Wash,
Psychology
Melodie Ratliff
Cle Elum, Wash,
Camm.
lindsay Perry
Montrose. Colo,
English
Krystal Pitkonen
Spokane, Wash,
Business Mgmt.
Curtis Powell
Lynden, Wash,
Peace Stud,
Hannah Quamme
Issaquah, Wash
Theology
Lyle Rauh
Kennewick. Wash.
Theology
Carolyn Peterson
Mercer Island, Wash,
Psychology
Amanda Plumb
Hoquiam, Wash,
SOCiology
Jesse PrichaJd
Sisters. Ore.
Camm.
Danjuma Duarless
Lakewood, Wash,
Math & Bioinlormatics
Tyler Rauh
Kennewick, Wash.
Math
There were 38 English
motors in the class,
making English the
most represented
major at graduation.
Elementary Education
come ina dose
second with 37
135 •
This veer's Senior Laura Roopef Devin Rourke Emily Royal Brittany Rudolph
Class Coordinator Nikiski. Alaska Austin, Texas Colo. Springs. Colo. Emerald Hills. Calif.
was Denike EnglISh Sociology Psychology Psychology
Heatherly. She
worked tirelessly 10
creole great events
for seniors to onend.
Some of the best
attended events
were appetizers ot
Applebees. drinks 01
Twiggs, and the senior
boot cruise on lake
Coeo d' Alene.
Mary Rump Kasimon Runglenwikraikun Michelle Rush Kodl Rutledge·Gllben
Las Vegas. Nev. Chl3ng Mal. Thailand Harrington, Wash. Trout Lake. Wash.
EnglISh Accounting Marketing Sociology
Stephanie Reardon
Walla Walla. Wash
Comp. Sci.
Kristin Santroch
Shorelne, Wash.
Chemistry
Anna Schofield
Enumclaw. Wash.
Elem. Educ.
Caitlin Richardson
Yakima. Wash.
Hern, Educ.
Alex Schilperoon
Yakima. Wash.
Sociology
Caitlin Risk
Colo. Sprinos. Colo.
Cross·Cult Stud. & Spanish
Maarlet Schmid
Lake Taops, Wash.
Psychology
Stephan" Schroeder
EastWenatchee, Wash.
Hsrn, Educ.
Trisha Scott
Pomeroy, Wash.
Psychology
Jewel Roach
Spokane. Wash.
English
ElIZabeth Schmit
Lake Oswego. Om.
Psychology & Spanish
Bailey Selle
Deer Park. Wash.
Hem Educ.
Irina Shuvarikov
Colben, Wash.
Music & Accounting
Sarah Skaarvold
Urnak, Wash.
Psychology
Caleb Skytte
Monroe, Wash.
Psychology
Rebecca Strasser
Spokane, Wash.
Health Sci.
Joshua Simmons
Mead, Wash,
Camp, SCI, & PhysICS
Austin Skubi
Coupev,lle, Wash.
Psychology
Chelsea Snyder
Shoreline, Wash.
Peace Stud.
Kimberly Stokesbary
Olympia, Wash.
Theology
Danielle Stratton
Mattawa, Wash.
Nursing
Jesse Spaun
Wenatchee, Wash,
Chemistry
Mariasa Stombaugh
Salem, Ore
In!'1 Business
Calli Sirellnauer
Kalispell, Mont
Peace Stud.
Three things you MUST
do before you graduote:
1. Ch,ll In Saga With someone
for more than two hours like you
have no responsibilities.
2. Study for a Core test a week
before rather than a night before.
I dare you.
3 Lose your 1.0';cell phone/keys
-, and then have to go to the Info
Desk to find It
\
Lindsey Speck
Phoenix, Ariz.
Sociology
Giselle Stone
Juneau, Alaska
An
Cameron Stroyan
Chewelah, Wash.
Chemistry
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Tyler Sutherland
Spokane, Wash,
Comp. Sci.
Ashley Trenholm
Reddmg, Calif.
English
Natalie Turner
South Lake Tahoe, Calif.
SOCiology
Three things you MUST
do before you graduate:
1, Travel somewhere for Jail
Term.
2. Go to a professor's house.
3. Hit up bakeries after hours
for free goods.
Cameron Sweet
Medical Lake, Wash,
Math
NISI! Trrmble
Spokane, Wash.
SocIOlogy
Melissa Uplinger
Snohomish, Wash.
Nursing
Claire Swmford
Colo. Sprrngs, Colo,
French & Journalism
Christopher Trumbo
Loveland, Colo.
Psychology
Eric Vander Heyden
Renton, Wash.
History/Social Stud,
Vitaliia Vasylenko
Slsvuiirh, Ukraine
Business Mgmt.
Emily VICkers
Bonney Lake, Wash.
Math
Marissa Thomas
Wenatchee, Wash.
Psychology
Amanda Tufts
Spokane, Wash.
Psychology
Ellie VerGowe
Issaquah, Wash.
Music
Jared Vogel
Penn Valley, Calif.
Chemistry
Thomas Walters
Beaverton, Ore.
Theology
Sierra Westerman
East Wenatchee, Wash.
Theology & Psychology
Kathryn Williamson
laveme. Calif.
Ae
Garrett Young
Mill Creek, Wash.
English
Josiah Ward
Gig Harbor, Wash.
Biology
Ronald Whitley
Marysville, Wash.
Elementary Educaiton
Kori Winnop
Sequim, Wash.
Nursing
Casey Zander
Thompson Falls, Mont
Math
Justin Warren
Poeland, Ore.
lnt'l Business
Emily Whitney
Shoreline, Wash.
Biology
Michael Wittwer
Spokane, Wash.
Theology
Janelle Zych
San Ramon, Calif.
Kinesiology
the
END
afan
E
Amy Watts
Colo. Springs, Colo.
Elem. Educ.
Eisis Wigren
Spokane, Wash.
English
Morgan Yost
Spokane, Wash.
Peace Stud. & Spansh
This was fhe lost
senior closs to have
Bill Robinson as their
President for four years.
The class honored
"Bkob" by putting him
on the front of their
doss t-shlrts.The back
of the shirts read "The
end of on era."
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Abelar, Austin 226
Abendroth 23'
Ada~, ..226
II-------;,,-;e:;;s~~~ I93
inley, 226
Alfrey, ourt 23
Allen, Michaela 17
Aly, Jeff 214
Anderson, Michael.. . 226
Anderson, Pamela 226
Andre, Zachary. 226
Annis, Peter 25
A ..... 226
............. 135
..... 226
.226
ex by Name Bonnema, Benlomin 227Boysun, Andrea 227Bradley, Kelly.... ..227Brady, Brion 184
ke
".and takeBratcher, Lukas 227
,,- t;e.l:;o>,. Brennecke, Jonathan 205
Bontoare, Tommy 198 Brennecke, Tim 135
Baranowski, Stephen.. .....226 Brigham, Felicity...J 4
Barron, Sophie 226 Brinkman, Charley 45, 227
Baylis, Frnllv.. 226 Brodhog, Amanda 15
Beck, Jennifer 226 Broemeling, Carolina... . 227
Beebe, Keith I 12 Buck, Rory.. . 162
Beggs, Jennifer 226 Buffum, Joel. 227
Bell, BJ .. 185 Bulego, Hlv.. ..151
Benson, Jennifer 164 Buley, Tiffony 227
Bergman, Daniel.. . 226 Burkholder, Amy 193
Bergstrom, Callie 153 Burnett, Amondo 82 •
Best, Robyn 226 Burnside, Amanda 227
Billington, Stephen 227 Bushey, Cameron 151
Bivin, Ashley 13 a~···········.227
Blade, Alex 81 Butela, Je.ssiCO 227
Bofo, Emmanuel 227 Bye, Tmonee. . .227
Bolduc, Alex.... . 149 ..1J;,ee~Cameron 194.............15
Emily,
Every parent dreams of their child growing up to be intelligenl, hardworking, dedicated, funny, kind, coring, and compassionate. Apparently
dreams do come true. We ore proud of the wonderful young woman you hove become and look forward to you reaching your goals of the future.
Love,
Morna and Dole
Calkins, Kimberly 1 10
Carlan, Shannon 227
Carlson, Amanda 22
Carpenter, Kate 1 1
Carrier, Hannah.. . 227
Caseria, Dustin 227
Cote, Branden.. . 227
Cavender, Bailey.. . 227
Chalmers, Robert 228
Chan, Corl.. . 228
Chiavetta, Danielle 228
Chute, Ryan 228
Clark, julianna 228
Clark, Sarah 228
Coleman, Matthew 228
Collins, Connie.. . 228
Connors, Kimberly... . .228
Corrales, Edmundo 41
Cosand, Miranda 228
Crabtree, Alyssa 145
Creek, Michelle.. . ..1 1
Crowell, Eric 228
Cubero, Daniel 228
Curran, Mark 228
___ --';.-'lll!<.!.rL rRache I . 2 2 8
aly, BIoI 228
arling, Kal n 162
Do elsea... 228
Davin, Sidonia 153
Davis, Rebecca 228
Davis, Samantha 228
Decker, Kristoff 194
Deering, Matthew... ..228
DeHaven, Chrisitine 218
Dill, Kenny 206, 209
Dodge, Becca.. . 85
Darn, Chris. .199, 209
Darway, Spencer 68
Douglas, Natalie 68
Dubes, Rachel. 228
Dufault, Emily 228
Durant, Andrew 146
e, e 210
er, Nicole.. ...228
asterlin, jaquette 229
efson, Nathan 229
Eller, Andrew 206
Eremeyeff, Meghan 196
Erickson, Anders 229
Eshoff, Shannon 193
Eyestone, Tobin ..124
Eyestone, Tobin 125
Eyman, Stephen 10
Fanene, Keilah 160
Farley, Candace 229
Feddes, Margan 45
Fink, Kelly 229
Foshay, Colin 89
Foster, Alexa.. . 144
Foster, Alexa 145
Fountain, Sean 229
Fox, jonathan 229
Frank, Kelsey... ... 229
Fraser, Megan 13
Frazier, Mark 125
Freeman, Tyler 25
Frick, Cary. 208
Frick, Chris.. ..208
Frlan, joel 122
Jules, we ore so very j
proud of you! "Trust in / _ ~ ./ #' __
the lord with all your e:./~~
heart and leon not on
your own understand-
ing, In all your ways
acknowledge Him,
and He will moke
your paths straight" to
wherever you go and
in whatever you do
longer,
Mom and Dod
Dearest jessica,
As you go into the
world, we are proying
thai you will always
keep your eyes fixed
on the lord and keep
your heart open to
where he leads you.
He has amazing things
planned for you. We
love you so much and
ore so proud!
Congratulations!
Dod and Mam
....194
..............229
1.I.JjJ...DLl .QCGO ,;229
l'.lr,t><-, Collin 229
Glefle, Tim 41
Gomez, Verenise.. . 229
Goodell, Kotie 229
Goodrich, Gillian 229
Graef, Daniel 134
Gregg, Holly 194
Griffing, Hanna 206, 209,
229
Griffith, Bryce 15, 193
Gustafson, Brian 43
Gutierrez-Neal, Pax 86
Hohn, Aubrey 229
Hall, jessica 230
HamiltCln;-K1p 197
Hamilton, Tyler 230
Hamming, Thomas 230
Harpel, Emily 126, 193
Harri, Michael 218, 230
--;-1-':-'"Harris, Craig 230
Haugan, Devon 230
Hovana, jesse 43
Hayek, lisa 97
Hayek, lisa 230
Heatherly, Danika 230
Hergert, Bethany 230
Herve, Daniel. 230
Hildebrand, Kaitlin 230
Hill, Brittany 230
Hillis, Claire 230
Hochstein, Kayla 230
Hoffman, Erica 230
Hoffnagle, jordon 149
Holcomb-McCann,
Analisa 230
Holloway, Elizabeth 194
Hoogestraat, Kayli 231
Horiatis, Liz 160
Houck, Timothy... . ...231
.............231
..............144
.............231
.............231
..............197, 204
.......231
..............231
............ 195
.........231
.............194
.............231
.............231
..............231
........... 231
.............200
.............231
Kayla,
What a joy and blessing you ore to usl This incredible journey you ore on is at another crossroads olreody",Wilh more decisions to make,
follow your dreams as far as they will take you. God has great plans for your life! We are so proud of you!l
love, Dad. Mom & Tyler
Phil.4 13
"I con do all things through Christ who strengthens me"
Kenoly, De Andra 231
Kerr, Locey 231
Khae, Kirsten 231
King, Don 30
King, Danielle 231
King, james 198
Kinnier, Hannah 1I, 145
Kintner, jeffrey 231
Klute, josh 143
Knight, Ryan 200
Korpi, Michael 232
Krzymowski, jennifer 232
Kuray, vid 210,232
La .jornes 184, 232
La b, Beau 193
La gbehn, Abby 232
,-o..t.n'ent, Andy 41
Laufmann, yn 0 232
Lautensack, Christina 232
Lee, Daniel 232
Lee, Kyung 232
Legaspi, Christian 232
Lewey, Amber 13
Lewis, Daniel 218,232
Lewis, Koyla 232
Lichten, Lara 232
Lieseke, Caitlin 194
Liggett, Barbaro 232
Liles, jessica 232
lindborg, justin 232
lipscomb, julio 232
Lucks, julianne 232
Lunolo, jorvis 232
Lunde, Kelly 232
Madlena, jaryd 17
Ma8us, Kenneth 233
Marshall, Erin 233
Martin, Courtney 233
Mason, Andrea 233
Mason, Bethany 233
Mathews, Daniel.. . 185,233
Moyer, joAnne 233
Congratulations son, we are so very proud of you and all your accomplish-
ments. You are such a fine young man, You hove blessed our lives with so
many special memories thot we will treasure in our hearts forever.
Go Wheolon . All our love,
Mom and Dod
,f
Mayhew, Kris 233
McCollum, jacob 214
McComb, Mollie 233
McGrady-Beach, Emily. 233
McNally, Showno 205, 233
Meek, Scott 233
Merryfield, jenny 77
Meyer, Heather 233
Meyer, justin 151
Meyer, Rebecca 94
Michaelson, jordan 194, 233
Mirando, Kaylo 144
Mirando, KoyLo 145
Misko, Kaitlyn 233
Misterek, Dono 157
Mitsuyosu, james 210
Moffit, Alexander 43
Monroe, jovilyn 233
Montecuollo, Katie 15, 193
Moore, Molly 233
Morehouse, Emily 234
Moreno, Elizabeth 234
Margan, Caroline 234
Marris, Rachel 98
Mountcastle, Kekoo 151
___ v uir, jon 23
urphy, iso 197
N Iso, Eric... .. 10,234
Nels ,Kyle 234
Nelson, . 1l8il..2 234
Nelson, Mitchell 234
Newman, Carey 234
Nicodemus, Leanno 127
Nielsen, Dono 234
Nilsson, Kristin 234
Nobles, Marcus 234
Nuzum, Derek 11
O'Deon, Emily 234
Ojalehto, Emilie... . ..43
Olson, Blian .' 156 145 .
Onley, jared 78
Orr, Kelsey... . 234
Orrell, Natalie 160
---"~~:2r.eq 23
..............234
.....234
oscacio, Peter 193
Peiffer, Amanda 234
·.....235
.............235
.235
.113
........235
............ 235
............. 235
............ 193
....235
..............235
............ 160
............. 235
............ 235
205 235
........... 235
............. 235
.............. 17, 235
........235
.............235
35
............. 235
Rauh, Lyle 235 Rush, Michelle 236
Rauh, Tyler 235 Rutledge-Gilbert, Kodi 236
Read, Jennifer 1 11 ~~.,'"'I!g Sarah 207
Reardan, Stephanie 236 C&mll~S 193
Repsald, Andrew 21 1 Santrach, 'Rri~tin 236
Repsold, Daniel.. . 21 1 r Schaus, OliVJr 125
Richardson, Abby 209 "--&eAil;E>er~ Alex 236
Richardson, Caitlin 236 Schmid, Maarie!. 236
Riddle, Bree 149 Schmit, Elizabeth 236
Risk,Caitlin 236 Schofield, Anna 236
Roach, Jewel. 236 Schroeder, Stephanee 236
Robinson, Bill 23 Scott, Trisha . ...236
Rocha, Koipo 149 Selle, Bailey 236
Rocha, Kaimi 149 Shaw, Lydia ..126
Rockstram, MacKensie . 25 Shoaf-Underwood, jessico 90
Rooper, Laura 236 Shuvankov, lr.no.. . 237 (
Rourke, Devin. . 17, 236 Silva, Janna 197
Royal, Emily 236 Simmons, Joshuo237
Rudolph, Brittany 236 Skaarvold, Saroh 237
Ru p, Mary 236 Skubi, Austin 237
~--~nglertwikralkun, Kasimon 236 Skytte, Caleb 237
Son, you have endured survival; directing your energy in four short years towards double majors in Chemistry and Biology, participating in sci-
ence club, 'numerous intramural sports, tennis team and vohmteensrn at U, of W. Dentol School and Nicaragua, shows your great capacity and
strength in this journey
I celebrate and congratulate you with love, your proud mother Pamela Talbot, and belated father Dr. Steve Talbot, Brother Bloke, sisters, Alison,
and belated Mikoylo. Grandmothers: Joan and Gracie
Snyder, Chelsea 237
Spaun, Jesse 237
Speck, lindsey 237
Stewort, Collin 237
Stokesbory, Kimberly
Stombaugh, Moriesa ..
Stone, Giselle 237
Strasser, Rebecca 237
Stratton, Danielle 237
Strellnauer, Calli. 237
Stroyan, Cameron.. 237
Sutherland, Tyler2 38
Sweet, Co eron 238
Sv.-.I.~.8rnre==~:75-B.
Tote, D ovan. . 43, 203
~ tenhuis, Note 205
p, lindy 210
Thomas, Morissa 23'8
Traylor, Katie 197
, Trenholm, Ashley 238
Trimble, Niall 238
Trumbo, Christopher ..
Tufts, Amanda.. 238
Turner, Natalie.. 238
Turner, No lie. ... 164
plinger elsso . ...238
nde Heyden, Eric. 238
aZ;er.Linden, Brad 134
gus, Nicholas 45, 238
sylenko, Vitaliia 238
er owe, Ellie 238
Vic ers, Emily 238
Vogel, Jared 238
Walker, Scott 193
Walker, Irovis 205
Wolters, Thomas 239
WorcJ, josiah 239
Word, Michele.206
Worren, justin 239
Watts, Amy 239
Wescombe, Meghan 124
Westerman, Sierra 239
g, orrett 239
r--'?Qu.ng...Ryg 142, 21 4
Zahn.. L 151
~
osey 239rr-__ .J
Zych, Janelle '39
.238 Wheeler, Caitlin 122, 123
Whitley, Ronald 239
Whitmore, jonathan 143
Whitney, Emily 239
Whittle, Cameron 214
Wigren, Eisis 239
Williams, Cameron.. . 197
Williams, Henry 93
Williamson, Kathryn 239
Wilmore, joshua 197
Winn p. Kori 239
tt er, Michael 13, 239
or en, Evon. ...125
Yo r.john 13
Yo t, Morgan .
Charley,
We thank God daily for giving you to us So
quickly you went from singing the Barney "I love
You" song to a beautiful young lady. We are
very proud of you and we love you dearly. I~is an
honor to be coiled Mom and Dad by voul
Jared.
Well you mode it It seems like yesterday when we dropped you
off at Whitworth and drove away waving goodbye. We all hove
missed you but are extremely proud of your hard work (with lots
of fun) and at lost your college degree We hope and pray God
will guide the next steps of lile'sjo.rrr ev. You are always in our
hearts, we love you.
Dod, Mom, Sam, Hannah, & Mary
ex by Topic
he
e.arid take
Wi e.
Fall Time line 34,35
Football 146.147
Fnsbee 26. 27
Gallery openings 126.127
GoIL 178.179
Health Science... ..88.89
History.. 90.91
Homecoming ..40,4 I
How ore you involved? ......58·61
How to Catch a Pine Cone ..24.25
International Banquet. 44,45
Intramurals 182·185
Jon Terrn Trips 70·73
Janitors 222.223
Kinesiology and
Athletics ...92.93
luau 50.51
•.
All-star Fans 142.143
Arend 192.193
Art 7475
Athlete of the Fall
Season 156.157
Athlete of the Winter
Season 166.167
Athletic Tromers 180.181
Ballard 196.197
Bands.. ..134. I35
Baseboll 168.169
Bill Robinson A Student
Perspective 28. 29
Blo/Chem. Building 66.67
Biology/Pre·Med .7677
BJ 194.195
Boppell 198.199
Cheer 144. I45
Chemistry 78.79
Choirs 136, 137
Communication
Studies 80,81
Community 22,23
Cross Country 154,155
Dance 138.139
Duvall 200,20 I
Eost. 202,203
Econ/Business, School of Global
Commerce &Mon.. . ...82,83
Ed 84,85
English 86,87
Essential Whitworth
Clcsses.. . 64,65
Fall Ploy 124.1 25
Corcroiulcnons Koyla!
May your heart forever treasure the memories of these past four years As the journey of life continues to unfold before you have peace and
trust in the lord knowing that He has pions for you (jer.29: 11 ) and will continue to direct your steps IProvo 16:9). You are on amazing young
woman and we ore so very proud of you and your many wonderful accomplishments Congratulations on a job well done!
AllOur love. Mom andDod
Moc.. 204,205
Mac Haunted Hause 42,43
Mathematics & Computer Science/
Pre-Engin 94,95
Men's BasketbalL 158,159
Men's Soccer 150,151
Men's swimming 162, 163
Men's Track 172, 173
Midnight Madness 46,47
Modern Longuoges 96,97
Music.. 98,99
NCAA Men's Basketball,
Game 52, 53
Nursing 100,10 1
Off-campus........ 216-219
Physics 102,103
Pirate Idol 54,55
Political Science/ Pre-
Law 104,105
Populor minors 114,1 15
Posters Featured an
Campus 120, 121
Psychology 106,107
Senior Art stuff... 132,133
Senior Night at TWigs 56,57
Senior Performances 130,1 3 1
Seniors 226-239
Sociology 108,109
Softball 170, 171
Soundboord 122, 123
Spring play 128,129
Spring Time Line 48,49
Stoff l 16,1 17
Stewort. 206,207
Students Who live with Their
Parents 220)21
Study Abroad Program:
France 68, 69
Torget what do you buy? ....14, 15
Tennis 176,177
The Narrow Ridge/ truth and
groce 20,21
The new building EosL ...190,191
The Village 208,209
Theater 1 10,1 11
Theme Houses 21 2-215
Theology &Philosophy 112,113
Troditiotion 36-39
Volleyball 148,149
Worren..21 0,21 1
What do you do? 16, 17
What does it take to make your
food? 30,31
Where do you go to
church? 12, 13
Where do you hang aut? ....10,1 1
Why. IS your dorm the
best? 188, 189
Women's
Basketball 160, 161
Women's Soccer 152, 153
Women's swimming 164, 165
Women's Track 174, 175
You've grown way beyond
balancing life in Grammo &
Grompc's backyard
You've learned how to balance
learning & living, knowledge &
wisdom, home & beyond
We know you will achieve
anything you wish for
Your Proud & loving Family,
YA
CHAVA
EBAY!
Papa, Mama,
Nathaniel, and Elizabeth
Michaela Allen
Design Editor
\ "
Doman Buck
Assistant Design Editor
pve.and take, ...
Mory Rump
Writing Editor
.ve and 'teke
, I'( 1\
Robjn Best
Assistont Writing Editor
nd ta};e ii- i!ilrJ5i-~W:!lf;fNF==~:""-----""'''~=-~~~~~---
Kothryn Williamson
Co-Photo Editor
take
ve nd;tak
Tad Wisenor
Adviser
I
/
My goal this year as design editnr was to produce a book that was graphically
strong, unified, appealing and modern-looking. Working with Damon has helped
me reach that goal. I have learned a lrrnhat's helped me improve my designs
and a 101about my personal strengths. I think we had a great collaboration that
resulted In a book I'm proud of
Being a part of the Narsihi staff this year has been a great experience for me
Working with a group of top quality editors has produced many good times and
helped me funher develop my skills in the area of editing and design. The good
times Will be missed next year. oh HAlo!
What I have loved most about working with the yearbook is how involving and
interesting it can be to take the events that happen throughout the year
and represemthem in writing. Despite the passage of years and memories
that seem to fade, those words will still be there. it has been great to be a
part of the team making that happen.
As a first-year editor for the Natsihi. this year has definitely been an experiment
in doing what I love and loving what I do. Although I faced more challenges
that I ever expected, collectively this has been one of the strongest yearbook
teams I have ever worked with and the proof Will be In our book. :1
It has been such a blessing to be on this yearbook staff for these past two years
dninq what I love, taking photographs. I've been able to experience new events
and capture them through my camera, and with the help of my wonderful co-
photographer Jordan. I could nnt have asked for a better person to be a photo editor
with. It has been such a JOyto work with this yearbook team and I have learned and
grown so much this year because of them. Thank you for a wonderful senior year!
This being my first year on the yearbook staff, I had no idea what to expect.
However, I've been so fortunate to have been blessed with such a fantastic team
of editors land advisor). Sure, being the co-photo editor was a constant challenge,
however the stat! made the overall experience enjoyable. We hutted heads, we
yelled at each other, but I'm stoked to return for another great year With these guys
I am more pleased with the overall quality of this book than with any other since
I started advising the Natsihi staff in 1994. As we continue to strive 10 make a
primed book relevant in a digital culture, I believe the strides we made this year
will serve us for many 10 come. What a wonderful tribute to Bill's final year as
president and Charley's as editor in chief. Blessings and thanks to all of you.
I
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Four years It see0s II~elust yesterday I was In my room)vDuvall saYing goodbye
to my parents. I remember the deep Sinking feeling In InYstomach as I watched my parents
drive away. I remember thinking that a new chapter In my life had started. The situation
fostered in me a deep sense of sadness, but my new Situation held so much promise Ironically,
four years later, I am feeling the same way. As we inch closer to graduation day, that deep
sinking feeling in my stomach grows for my new home. Whitworth and the people here have
become an extension of my family. I have grown and changed here in ways I could have never
Imagined the day I watched my parents dnve away.
It has been truly an honor to documem this year at Whitwonh as the yearbook
editor. I am, like I was last year, so blessed by the opportunity and my staff, My design editors
this year were Michaela Allen and Damon Buck. These two are so Incredibly talented. I have
been continually amazed by their skills and creativity. Michaela and Damon, thank vnu so much
for your hard work thiS year. The look of the book is incredible. I cannot thank you enough, My
wnllng editors this year were Mary Rump and Robyn Best Theil skills compensated for my
weakness and they did a fantastic jibl They worked to stretch the staff to get good quotes and
great alternalive coverage. The book shows the.r accomplishments. Mary and Robyn, you guys
rock, I cannot thank you enough for the long frustrating hours you put In to make the copy in the
book great1lt shows. My photo editors were Kathryn Williamson and Jordan Beauchamp. Like
the other two teams, these two worked so hard. They are extremely taemed photographers.
Their work is outstanding. Kat and Jordan- Your photos are incredible. Thank you so much for
tracking down countless people for head shots. We all were so thankfull Tad is the adviser for
the yearbook. His coruib.nicn to the book IS often not seen, however, he is the heart and soul
of this program. He pushes us to be beuer.l was no exception. He continually pushed me to
grow in my leadership and deSign abilities. Tad, words cannot expresswhat your fnendship and
mentoring has meant to me over the last two years. Thank you for pushing mel OurHerff Jones
representative Tim cannot go without a thank you as well, Tim fought so hard for us and was
always there when we need help. Tim, you have been incredible. Thank you for all the help!
The year has come to a close. We celebrate the career of Broh as well as the
accomplishments of our seniors. I have been so blessed by the faculty and staff who have
poured Into me during my time here. To all of those people, as well as all of you, the student
body of Whitworth, thank you for giving me a place to call home. I am proud to leave here a
Whltwonhian.1 can only hope in some small way I have given to ya'il as well.
I
fDJIIHIIt: The 2009,2010 Natsihi was printed by Hartl Jones Publishing in Logan, Utah. The in-plant
representative was Valerie Barson. The local Spokane representatives were Tim and Aurora Benton. The
500 copies printed were sold for S55 each. The 7.75" by 10.5" 256-page book was printed on 100 lb.
glossy enamel paper. AHJ Function LH was used as the body copy at 11 pt. and captions were in AHJ
llnitus Cond lH at 9 pt. The headline graphics used Jellyka Sr. Andrew's Queen and Alte Haas Grotesk
fonts. As a computer-submitted book the Natsihi made use 01 six desktop computers. Software inclucerl
Adobe Creative Suile 3. Senior Portraits were taken by Northwest Images Photography



The back of this year's senior t-shirts
read, 'The end of on era.' The year w;:o:::s ~ __ ~::;;::=:::L__ -"'\
summarized perfectly by those -'
five words
Whitworth celebrated the'
career of Bill Robinson by
putting on many events in
his honor. People spoke
about the impact of his
leadership and charisma
on the Whitworth campus. We,
as a community, stood in owe of what
hod been accomplished during his 17 .
years here. Each of us reflected on
the ways he hod mode on impact
on our lives. For some it was simply
him knowing their name. For others
it was the lessons an leadership,
groce, and Christian living which impacted
them the most. It IS clear that Bril Robinson
mode a difference to us all.
With his departure come much sadness,
but we were olso overcome with the
excitment for what IS yet to be. The campus
continued to grow in its numbers, its
facilities, and in its reputation. Wei as
students ond olurns. stood united in r..L------- __-Jl.--I
our pride at being Whitworthians.
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